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ABSTRACT
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION OF 3D PRINTED, EXTRUDED, AND
NATURAL POLYMER STRUCTURES USING TERAHERTZ
SPECTROSCOPY AND IMAGING
by
Alexander T. Clark
Terahertz (THz) spectroscopy and imaging are considered for the nondestructive
evaluation (NDE) of various three-dimensional (3D) printed, extruded, and natural
polymer structures. THz radiation is the prime candidate for many NDE challenges due to
the added benefits of safety, increased contrast and depth resolution, and optical
characteristic visualization when compared to other techniques. THz imaging, using a wide
bandwidth pulse-based system, can evaluate the external and internal structure of most
nonconductive and nonpolar materials without any permanent effects. NDE images can be
created based on THz pulse attributes or a material’s spectroscopic characteristics such as
refractive index, attenuation coefficient, or the level birefringence present within. The
evaluation processes for polyethylene gas pipes and amber specimens lack efficient and
accurate NDE techniques while 3D printed polymer structures currently have no
standardized NDE methods. The primary focus of this research is to determine and evaluate
the use of THz spectroscopy and imaging as a NDE technique for a variety of polymers
extruded mechanically and naturally.
Results indicate the refractive indices, attenuation coefficients, and level of
birefringence of several 3D printing filaments including copolyester (CPE), nylon,
polycarbonate (PC), polylactic acid (PLA), and polypropylene (PP) may change depending
on the printing parameters. THz spectroscopy is used to measure relative permittivity of
printed ceramic samples with various sintering temperatures. THz imaging proves to be a

successful method to diagnose print head misalignment in ceramic nanoparticle jetting
printing processes. Proper diagnosis of surface level defects on polyethylene (PE) gas
pipelines is achieved along with preliminary joint fault imaging and 3D visualization by
creating an interactive detailed map of surface level defects. THz NDE imaging, combined
with tailored refractive index matching materials, can construct tomographic images and
3D reconstructions of multi-million-year-old amber. Visual and THz birefringence images
are created to determine stress direction within extruded PE and amber. These results
suggest that THz spectroscopy and imaging have multiple confirmed uses in the NDE of
polymer structures, both mechanically and naturally fabricated.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Nondestructive testing (NDT) or nondestructive evaluation (NDE) methods are a group of
techniques currently in use by various industries to test and inspect different aspects and
characteristics of materials, components, or full systems without permanent damage. NDE
is extremely useful because it can save time and money in several aspects of production by
allowing for rapid and significant assessment without sacrifice of the object being
inspected, especially valuable or rare samples that other techniques would normally
damage [1]. The goal of the research presented in this dissertation is to apply NDE
techniques in the form of Terahertz (THz) spectroscopy and imaging to various
manufactured and naturally extruded polymers, testing their applicability and effectiveness
dependent on the structure and its application.
THz radiation refers to the electromagnetic waves between the microwave and
infrared spectrums from 0.1-10THz and wavelengths of 3mm-30um [2]. This range of
frequencies is commonly referred to as the “THz gap” because the technology related to
the creation, manipulation, and implementation of these waves is still relatively new and
not widely utilized. THz radiation offers many benefits over other traditional material
evaluation techniques. Specifically, THz frequencies are non-destructive and non-ionizing
to materials through which THz radiation is transmitted. This electromagnetic radiation
does not carry enough energy per quantum to ionize the atoms or molecules that are
exposed at the power levels used in this research.

1

Verification of using THz spectroscopy and imaging techniques as a means of NDE
of extruded polymers is needed. The processes of evaluation and qualification of
manufactured products is extremely important. Currently, there are few adapted techniques
that are both safe and effective for the thorough evaluation of extruded polymers with the
added benefits brought forth by THz NDE. Current techniques, such as individual X-rays
and CT scans, require strict safety protocol and are much less accessible than THz imaging
due to their hazardous and damaging nature [3]–[5]. Since THz radiation is relatively safe
compared to X-rays and laser-based methods, it is easier to implement in NDE scenarios.
THz radiation is completely skin and eye safe at the power being used in this presented
research. Using the research presented, means of evaluation, qualification, and certification
of various extruded polymers both manufactured and natural, can be pursued, created, and
standardized for different applications.
This dissertation is organized into three main topics. The first topic focuses on the
utilization of THz NDE on additive manufactured plastic and ceramic structures. The
second topic also has industrial motivation: observation and detection of defects in plastic
gas pipes post manufacturing, coupling, and use. The third topic, like the first two, utilizes
THz NDE to detect and observe defects and voids in a polymer material. However, rather
than emphasizing industrial motivation, the third application employs this technique on a
naturally occurring polymer, fossilized amber, with paleontology-based motivation.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND

2.1 Additive Manufacturing
The term additive manufacturing (AM) encompasses all the processes that create objects
by adding material to create a final structure. The currently accepted types of additive
manufacturing include material extrusion, material jetting, binder jetting, sheet lamination,
vat polymerization, powder bed fusion, and direct energy deposition [6]. The terms AM
and three-dimensional (3D) printing can generally be used interchangeably.
There is a general order-of-procedures to 3D print an object. The first step in 3D
printing of any structure is creating a 3D model using Computer-Aided Design (CAD)
software. Once modeled, the structure is then transferred to a slicing software, where the
different structural parameters are requested, such as the structures infill, layer heights,
size, and orientation. The slicing software then “slices” the model into a programming
language called G-code. This G-code acts as a set of instructions that will tell the printer
exactly what to do to successfully print the model with the specifications requested [7].
Once the G-code is transferred to the printer, the printing process may begin.
2.1.1 Qualification and Certification
AM is currently being held back from becoming a mainstream manufacturing technique
due to the lack of standards for quality assurance and qualification of additive
manufactured parts. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), an agency
of the United States Department of Commerce and comprised of six research laboratories,
states that there are actually no additive manufactured materials or processes that have been
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specifically qualified for critical defense or aerospace applications [8]. This is where THz
NDE of additively manufactured parts can play a major role within the industry and this
qualification process.
In 2016, the United States Department of Defense (DoD) in conjunction with
America Makes released a roadmap for AM. This roadmap was created as an overview of
the steps to efficiently mature the technology of AM needed for DoD to fully adopt and
utilize this technology, along with applications in the public sector. The DoD was
concerned with the technical areas of design, material, process, and value chain as well as
three non-technical areas including cultural change, workforce development, and data
management for the modernization and adoption of AM [9]. THz NDE research in
conjunction with 3D printing pursues the progress of both the material and process
objectives. Recently in 2021, the DoD released an updated version of the AM roadmap as
a full strategy outlining the current objectives and barriers as the related technology has
been evolving. In this strategy, the DoD defines the number one barrier to move AM into
the realm of accepted manufacturing technologies as “rapid and standardized approaches
for qualification of materials and processes, and certification of AM parts.” The
development of THz NDE techniques for these AM parts can play a major role in the full
adoption of this technology [10]. As stated in the original DoD roadmap, additive
manufacturing has the ability to become cheaper, faster, and more reliable than most
current manufacturing techniques [9].
The term “qualification” in terms of additively manufactured structures refers to
satisfying different requirements put forth by the original design. The final product must
satisfy dimension restraints. A major concern with additively manufactured parts is
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shrinkage. Research has been performed in creating low shrinkage ratio materials for
different applications that require strict dimensional constraints, such as dental crowns, but
even those show signs of shrinkage of over 2% [11]. Qualification and evaluation of the
final dimensions, both internal and external are key to a functional product. Due to the
nature of the production process, AM parts frequently have internal voids and structural
defects that are not visible under visual inspection. THz NDE will allow for quick detection
through imaging of these defects long before failure may occur.
THz NDE also has the capability of creating 3D reconstructions of the structure
being imaged using THz computed tomography (CT) reconstruction and related software.
Like traditional X-ray CT, THz CT has been implemented before for NDE internal
structure observation. Comparison of various reconstruction algorithms using THz CT
have been performed and evaluated [12]. Different correction algorithms have been created
to correct for refraction losses and Fresnel reflection boundary effects, but little research
has been done utilizing THz CT on 3D printed structures [13], [14]. THz CT of 3D printed
structures can aid in several areas within the industry such as rapid prototyping, failure
analysis, and material characterization.
NDE can also characterize the electromagnetic properties of 3D printed structures.
Recently, there have been advances in using fused deposition modeling (FDM) printers to
print microwave and THz based passive optical components such as waveplates, phase
plates, antennas, and lenses [15]–[17]. 3D printed ceramic structures are being designed
for applications in filters, capacitors, dielectric resonator antennas, even 5G devices [18][19]. The accuracy, reproducibility, and electromagnetic response of such 3D printed
structures will likely depend on the structures printing parameters, and so the ability to
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fine-tune properties such as refractive index, attenuation coefficient, birefringence, and
relative permittivity will depend on detailed knowledge of such dependencies. THz
spectroscopy has been proven time and time again to be a reliable means for optical
property characterization [20]–[23].
THz optical properties of some 3D printable plastics including Polylactic acid
(PLA), Nylon, and Polypropylene (PP) have been previously reported from experiments
that did not refer to the specifics of the printing process. Reference [24] measured the real
refractive index as well as the absorption coefficient for a few FDM filaments seen in Table
2.1. These measurements were printing parameter independent and analyzed using the
quasi-space minimization algorithm which uses the imaginary part of the complex
refractive index to calculate its absorption coefficient [24], [25].

Table 2.1 Real Refractive Index and Absorption Coefficient at 0.5 THz for Various
Materials
Material Refractive
Index (real)
PLA
1.89
Nylon
1.72
PP
1.495

Absorption
Coefficient (cm-1)
11
9
0

Source: [24]

Another previous reference reported an absorption coefficient of 10 cm-1 at
500 GHz for a PLA 3D printed sample [26]. This measurement was once again printing
parameter independent and measured using intensity as opposed to electric field.
Commercially available filaments were analyzed in Reference [27] for their real refractive
indices and absorption coefficients using optimized printing parameters. This research
differentiates itself from previous studies by investigating the changes in the refractive
6

index and absorption coefficient in the THz gap using electric field transmission
measurements of a 3D printed structure due to varying printing parameters used in the 3D
printing process. No optical property variations due to changes in printing parameters have
been previously reported.

2.2 Extruded Polyethylene Gas Pipes and Joints
Polyethylene (PE) pipes are becoming the preferred method for the transfer of natural gas,
replacing the older steel and cast-iron natural gas distribution systems. PE pipes are
inherently more corrosion resistant and ductile than their metal counterparts, available in a
variety of density compositions depending on the application.
Solid wall PE pipes are manufactured by extrusion. Raw material, called PE
compound, along with pigments depending on the application, are fed into an extruder. The
extruder is responsible for heating and melting the PE compound between temperatures of
200 °C and 235 °C under high pressure between 2000 psi and 4000 psi, where it is then
properly mixed and forced through an annular die using an extrusion screw. The pipe is
then sized either through an external vacuum or internal pressurized sizing process. Once
properly sized based on application specifications, the pipes are cooled by either total
immersion or spray cooling. The pipes internal temperature must be below 71 °C before
handling can occur [28].
Post manufacturing, lengths of pipes must be joined, both on and off site, to create
a full distribution system. The process for connecting the ends of two PE pipes using heat
and pressure is called heated butt fusion. There is a specific process that is followed for
creating heat fusion joints in PE pipes. First, the pipes must be properly aligned in either a
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hydraulic or manual butt fusion machine. Once aligned, a facing tool shaves the pipe ends
to create a clean fusion surface. A heating tool is then inserted between the pipes to heat
the end surfaces to between 400 °C and 450 °C. The pipes are pressed together with an
interfacial pressure, calculated based on the pipes size, of between 60 psi and 90 psi. Beads
are created around the joint location because of the fusion process. Fusion is considered
complete when the heated surfaces are brought together with enough force to roll the fusion
melt beads over to the pipes surface. After a period of cooling, the pipes are considered
fused and ready to be used in their application [29].
2.2.1 Defect Detection and Characterization
Defects present in PE gas pipes can be a major threat to both the people and property that
surround them. PE gas pipes experience different types of stress and can obtain various
defects that may result in their failure, including the repeated freezing and thawing of the
surrounding ground, blunt damage and crushing, or defects created during the
manufacturing and joining processes. It is extremely important to be able to characterize
and locate any defects present within gas pipes. Current methods of polyethylene gas pipe
evaluation include visual inspection and guided wave techniques [30], [31]. Guided wave
techniques rely on either axial or circumferential measurements that lack in resolution on
the non-measured axis, as where THz imaging can create direct representations of the
defects.
There are three types of defects that can be present within a gas pipe: surface level,
internal, or within a joint, all which could be missed using the current pipe evaluation
techniques. Surface defects are the first sign of a poorly extruded PE gas pipe or a sign that
the pipe has experienced some sort of physical damage. Many times, visual inspection will
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not be sufficient in identifying all surface level defects. THz NDE is capable of imaging
and characterizing all surface level defects including scratches, dents, gouges, overclamping, or manufacturing errors present on the surface of PE pipes. Internal defects in
the PE extrusion usually cannot be seen under visual inspection due to the pigment of the
pipes and can be missed using guided wave techniques if not within the axial or
circumferential detection resolution. If a gas pipe has internal defects, the likelihood of
critical failure of that pipe dramatically increases. THz NDE can locate those defects while
also determine their severity without the need for visual inspection before said failure has
the chance to occur.
A joint is considered a failure during or after the fusion process if certain indicators
are observed. During the heating process, if there is a concave melt surface in the pipe wall,
the joining process must be abandoned and restarted, because this can introduce air pockets
into the joint effectively weakening it. Another indicator is the melt appearance, such as
texture and size, along the bead after fusion. If the appearance does not meet the set
requirements, it can indicate a weak or poor joint fusion. Many defects cannot be detected
through visual inspection during or after the fusion process, resulting in complete failure
of that joint during use. A joint can be over or under pressured during the joining procedure
with minimal visual indication [29]. Contaminants may be introduced into the joint such
as oil, grease, sand, or mud which can be invisible from the outside. Air pockets may be
present between the joined surfaces. THz NDE may have the capability to characterize
these different defects post joint fusion and pre-use unlike visual inspection.
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2.3 Amber Specimens
Amber, to which has many different names including succinite, resinite, fossil resin, and
Baltic gold, is most importantly referred to as nature’s time capsule. Amber is created from
resin that is extruded from certain botanical sources such as Fabaceae and Araucariaceae:
the samples used in this research. This resin is different from sap, which transports a
solution of minerals and nutrients used to produce food for plants growth [32]. Resin is a
liquid mixture of terpenoid and/or phenolic compounds, that exudes from a plant as a
defensive measure against damage, whether due to disease or physical harm [33]. Different
plants will secrete different compositions of resin, creating a basis for amber classification.
As these resins are exposed to air and sunlight, the polymerization process begins [34].
When this resin becomes buried in sediment, where multiple factors such as temperature
and pressure begin to affect the polymerization and chemical transformation process, the
resin effectively begins to fossilize, also known as amberization. This chemical
transformation can take place over millions of years, but there is currently no set period as
to when resin has polymerized [35]. The polymerization process is what is responsible for
trapping materials, organic and inorganic, within the amber. Any materials, crack, or void
within polymerized amber is called an inclusion.
2.3.1 Inclusion Detection and Birefringence Imaging
Since inclusions in amber are not mineralized versions of the original entrapment such as
other fossil types, study of the inclusions can lead to accurate conclusions about the
palaeobotanical information, ancient organisms, or early climate and environment
depending on the specimen studied [36]. Before any observations or measurements can be
taken using traditional evaluation techniques, the amber must be prepared by first removing
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an encompassing opaque matrix to visually inspect for significant inclusions within the
specimen. This process is not only extremely time consuming but more importantly can
damage inclusions before they are discovered. Some amber is entirely opaque to visible
light and cannot be visually screened. THz NDE is the perfect candidate to locate these
inclusions within amber before opaque matrix removal and visual screening needs to be
performed. THz NDE is safer and faster than the other most commonly used amber
evaluation techniques such as X-ray imaging, Raman spectroscopy, infrared spectroscopy,
and light microscopy [37]. There are very few examples of characterization or imaging of
amber in the THz range, such as the research done by T. Sasaki, which only characterized
one amber deposit’s dielectric constants with no imaging [38]. If correctly implemented
THz NDE can be used for inclusion detection, while also having the capability of creating
3D reconstructions of the amber specimens.
Outlined by Snell’s law, a major problem that THz imaging faces is refraction at
materials boundaries due to differences in refractive index. Index matching materials can
be used to reduce this refraction allowing for more precise and accurate images. Index
matching materials are usually liquids or gels that have a similar real refractive index to
the object of interest. When submersed, the index matching material allows light to pass
through from the index matching material into the sample with minimal reflection or
refraction. This technique has been applied previously to THz imaging using liquid paraffin
and benzocyclobutene (BCB) in attempt to create custom characterized index matching
fluid for 2D and 3D imaging [39]–[41]. Applying this methodology to amber samples
allows for faster and more accurate imaging of the specimen while also increasing the
accuracy and decreasing the time needed for inclusion detection.
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Since amber is extruded from plants, there is a flow associated with its creation.
This flow, as the amber polymerizes over millions of years, will create a birefringence
within the material due to varying levels of stress within the resin, creating what is known
as a photoelastic material. This birefringence can aid in both the understanding of the
origins of the amber as well as in the detection of inclusions since varying levels of
birefringence are seen to encapsulate most inclusions, both in the visual and THz frequency
ranges. Measuring the birefringence can also allow for the determination of the direction
of the stress within the amber, which can further be used to obtain insight on the extrusion
and origin of the amber measured.

2.4 Terahertz Spectroscopy and Imaging
2.4.1 System Overview and Configuration
To generate short quasi-single-cycle THz pulses, on the order of several picoseconds, a
biased photoconductive antenna (PCA) emitter is illuminated with a short pulse of infrared
light. This light, with higher photon energy than the bandgap of the antenna material, is
used to generate electron-hole pairs within the semiconductor. In the presence of the
applied electric field in the circuit, a transient current created by the acceleration of the
photo-injected carriers generates a pulse of electromagnetic radiation in the THz frequency
range, illustrated in Figure 2.1. The pulse of radiation is collected using a series of lenses
into a collimated THz beam to be emitted from the transmitter.
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Figure 2.1 Photoconductive antenna emitter used to generate short quasi-single-cycle THz
pulses.
The pulse is then focused back down onto a very similar PCA within the receiver
after propagation. The detector does not have an external bias, because the incoming pulse
induces a transient bias voltage across the gap in the antenna. Part of the laser pulse used
in generation is sent to the detector through an optical delay line and focused onto the
antenna, effectively turning on the receiver. When the incoming pulse and photocarrier
impulse created by the laser overlap in time, a photocurrent that is proportional to the
instantaneous antenna voltage, which is proportional to the strength of the THz electric
field, is measurable. Sweeping the delay line allows for a temporal profile of the THz pulse
to be measured and displayed. Since the electric field is directly measured in the time
domain, the amplitude and phase information of the incident pulses can be measured.
Further details of THz pulse generation and detection can be found in the following
references [42], [43].
This research uses a TeraMetrix T-Ray 5000 Series Intelligent THz Control Unit as
the main THz spectroscopy and imaging system. This system can produce up to 1000
individual THz waveforms per second. In the case of THz time domain spectroscopy, it
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provides measurements of the THz electric field as opposed to its intensity as in other forms
of THz detection, such as bolometer measurements [44]. Since the system measures the
electric field of the THz pulse, all phase information is preserved including the real and
imaginary parts of the wave.

Figure 2.2 Example voltage data in the time domain showing the difference between the
reference waveform (blue) and the waveform after transmission through a sample (orange).

Figure 2.3 Example amplitude data in the frequency domain showing the difference
between the reference waveform (blue) and the waveform after transmission through a
sample (orange).
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Analysis of the THz waves can be implemented in the time-domain, for example,
by measuring the time delay a waveform or in the frequency domain via the Fourier
transformation of the time versus THZ electric field measurements [2]. Example data
showing reference and transmitted wavefroms in the time and frequency domains is shown
in Figures 2.2 and 2.3.
2.4.1.1 System Configurations.

The THz system can be setup in multiple different

configurations to accommodate various applications. The most common setup for this
research was a transmission-based setup. When the system is in a transmission setup, the
transmitter and receiver face each other either 6 in or 12 in apart depending on the focal
length of the 1.5 in diameter, high-density PE aspherical lenses being used. This allows for
a maximum spot size of 17.1 mm at 100 GHz down to 1.1 mm at 1.5 THz. While in
transmission, the object of interest is placed directly in the center of Gaussian beam within
its depth-of-focus, which is two times the Raleigh range: the distance from the beam waist
where the beam radius is increased by a factor of the square root of two. A spot
measurement can be performed, or images can be created by using a “T-image” XY raster
scan gantry. For THz CT, a LabVIEW controlled rotation stage is added to both the
transmission and reflection setups in combination with the raster scanning gantry to create
3D reconstructions of 3D printed structures and amber samples.
The second most common system configuration used in this research is the
reflection setup. In reflection, the transmitter and receiver are mounted to a collinear
adapter to form a collinear reflection transceiver. This allows for the transmitter and
receiver to share the same lens. In this configuration the object is placed either 3 in or 6 in
forward of the transceiver’s lens, allowing for the THz beam to reflect off the sample back
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into the collinear adapter and into the receiver. This configuration permits for
measurements of multi-layer stacks, spectroscopy of materials too thick for the THz waves
to transmit through, as well as create images similar to in transmission mode using the
raster scanning gantry.
For THz time-domain measurements in which the timing of the arrival of THz
pulses needs to be accurately determined, the accuracy of the timing measurement is
determined partially by the timing jitter of successive optical pulses which generate the
THz pulses. The added noise of the timing jitter can be reduced by measuring the arrival
time of a THz pulse relative to a reference pulse within the same time window. A common
practice is to design the experimental configuration such that a reference pulse is included
in the averaged analyzed waveform. An improvement to the THz system, an external
reference mirror (ERM), is designed and fabricated to increase the precision of the THz
peak arrival times, illustrated in Figure 2.4 and shown in Figure 2.5. This ERM allows for
the creation of another THz reflection peak within the systems time window. With two
trackable THz peaks within the time window, the system can track the arrival times of the
reflected pulses off the sample more precisely using the mirror reflection peak arrival time
as a reference. This additional peak is ideal for samples that are too thick to have both the
front and back surface reflections within the time domain window. The ERM consists of a
kinematic platform mounted mirror attached to a 3D printed linear rail structure for timing
adjustment all mounted to the alternate unused port of the collinear adapter.
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Figure 2.4 Illustration of collinear adapter with external reference mirror and resulting
THz paths. The red path is incident pulse sent by the transmitter (Tx) split by the beam
splitter. The green path is the reflected pulse from the reference mirror. The blue path is
pulse reflected from the sample. The blue and green pulses arrive at the receiver (Rx) at
different times, allowing the mirror pulse to be used as a reference within the resulting time
window.

Figure 2.5 Custom external reference mirror (ERM) consisting of a 3D printed linear rail
and adjustable mirror mounted to a collinear reflection transceiver to create a separate
reference peak within the THz system’s time window.
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Birefringence measurements are successfully taken using the ERM and collinear
adapter in combination with a free-standing wire grid linear polarizer with 10 µm wires
and 25 µm period mounted to a LabVIEW automated rotation mount, illustrated in
Figure 2.6. The increase in precision of the arrival times using the ERM allows for the
measurement of birefringence in both 3D printed structures and amber samples in both
transmission and reflection configurations. By measuring different polarization axes pulse
arrival times, the level of birefringence in the samples is calculated.

Figure 2.6 Illustration of collinear adapter with linear polarizer in the beam path. The solid
red path is incident pulse sent by the transmitter (Tx). The dotted red paths are the reflected
pulses from the front (t1) and back (t2) surfaces of the sample.
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Figure 2.7 A linear wire grid polarizer mounted to LabVIEW controlled rotation mount in
front of the T-ray 5000 transmitter configured in a transmission setup.
2.4.2 Optical and Physical Parameter Characterization
The T-ray 5000 saves individual averaged waveforms as PICOTD files, which are time
domain waveform files in the style of a text document containing two columns
corresponding to the measured voltages at 0.1 picosecond intervals over the course of the
160 ps time window. By taking the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of these voltages,
using a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm, the time domain data can be represented
in the frequency domain for analysis, like shown previously in Figure 2.3.
2.4.2.1 Complex Refractive Index, Transmission Coefficient, Attenuation Coefficient,
Relative Permittivity, and Birefringence Magnitude and Direction Extraction.
For calculation of the complex refractive index of a material while considering the samples’
thickness, three THz waveforms are required: an averaged sample waveform, a reference
waveform, and a background waveform. The time-domain waveform data is converted to
the frequency domain via a Fourier transform to calculate both the real and imaginary parts
of the refractive index as a function of frequency. The phase angles as a function of
frequency are calculated for both the averaged sample and reference waveforms using the
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“angle” and “unwrap” functions in MALTAB to eliminate larger than 𝜋 angle jumps. Due
to the nature of the unwrap function, the resulting phase difference calculation does not
always approach zero at 0 Hz. To rectify this, the slope of the resulting phase difference is
calculated, and if the difference did not approach zero, a position adjustment in multiples
of 𝜋 are added to or subtracted from the phase difference to correct this. Once the phase
difference approaches zero, it is used to calculate the frequency dependent real refractive
index (𝑛𝑟 (𝜈)) using the relationship

𝑛𝑟 (𝜈) = 1 +

𝑐∆𝜙(𝜈)
2𝜋𝐿𝜈

(2.1)

where c is the speed of light, ∆𝜙(𝜈) is the frequency dependent phase difference between
the waveforms, L is the thickness of the sample measured, and 𝜈 is the frequency. Once the
frequency-dependent real refractive index is calculated, it is possible to select a specific
frequency at which to compare the real refractive indices.
Since the samples in this research are relatively transparent in the THz frequency
range, the imaginary refractive index is small compared to the real refractive index. In this
situation, the measured amplitude of the transmitted THz Fourier transform can be
corrected for Fresnel reflection losses at the air-sample and sample-air interfaces [45]. The
imaginary refractive index can be calculated while simultaneously be corrected for losses
as the boundaries using

𝑛𝑖 =

|𝐸𝑅 (𝜈)|
𝑐
𝑙𝑛 (
𝑡 𝑡 )
|𝐸𝑆 (𝜈)| 12 21
2𝜋𝜈𝐿
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(2.2)

where |𝐸𝑅 (𝜈)| and |𝐸𝑆 (𝜈)| represent the magnitudes of the DFT of the electric field voltage
measurements of the reference and sample waveforms, respectively. The Fresnel
transmission coefficients at normal incidence between air and the sample and the sample
and air are represented by 𝑡12 and 𝑡21 and are calculated using

𝑡12 (𝜈) = 2/(1 + 𝑛𝑟 (𝜈))

(2.3)

𝑡21 (𝜈) = 2𝑛𝑟 (𝜈)/(𝑛𝑟 (𝜈) + 1).

(2.4)

and

Using the resulting corrected imaginary refractive index, the attenuation coefficient is
given by

𝛼 = 2𝜋𝜈𝑛𝑖 /𝑐.

(2.5)

Birefringence induces a relative phase difference between beams polarized
perpendicular to one another transmitted through a sample [46]. It can therefore be
straightforwardly measured in an experiment like that employed to measure sample
thickness. By comparing two linear polarization measurements perpendicular to one
another, a difference in the time-of-flight of THz pulse reflections off the front and back
surface of the sample can be measured. Thus, it is possible to measure the birefringence
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within a material, whether intrinsic or induced. To present a normalized level of
birefringence,

∆𝑛
𝑛

was calculated by

∆𝑛
𝑡2 − 𝑡1
= 𝑡 +𝑡
𝑛
( 1 2 2)

(2.6)

where 𝑡1 and 𝑡2 are the timing differences between the front and back surface reflections
received at the detector at the two perpendicular polarizations. In the denominator, the
times 𝑡1 and 𝑡2 must be measured relative to the arrival time of a reference pulse with no
sample present. This birefringence measurement is composed of the difference in the
refractive indices between the two principal axes divided by the average refractive index.
This representation allows for a birefringence measurement that is independent of the
thickness of the sample and solely dependent on the birefringent properties of the material.
The smaller the value of

∆𝑛
𝑛

, the smaller the birefringence present within the material.

Also, by measuring the time delay 𝛥𝑡 = 𝑡2 − 𝑡1 between the arrival of the two
pulses off the front and back surface of the sample, if thickness is known, the related
refractive index experienced by the THz pulse within the sample can be calculated using

𝑛(𝜃) =

𝑐𝑜 (𝑡2 − 𝑡1 ) 𝑐𝑜
=
𝛥𝑡
2𝐿
2𝐿

(2.7)

where co is the speed of light in a vacuum and L is the thickness of the sample at the
measured position.
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Figure 2.8 Diagram of the polarization geometry and relative orientation of principle stress
axes. The incident light is travelling in the Z direction. The transmission axis of polarizer
P1 is oriented at a rotation angle θ with respect to the X axis. The sample is described by
two principal axes corresponding to a refractive index n1 along one axis and a refractive
index n2 along an orthogonal axis. The rotation angle φ denotes the orientation of the
sample’s n1 axis relative to the X axis.

To determine the stress direction within a material from THz birefringence
measurements, geometry shown in Figure 2.8 is used. The incident THz pulse propagates
in the z direction. Polarizer P1 defines the angle θ of the incident THz pulse’s linear
polarization relative to the x axis. The angle between the principle refractive index axis n1
is at an angle ϕ with respect to the x axis. Following the theoretical analysis for an optical
uniaxial crystal [47], for which the birefringence is caused by intrinsic stress in one
direction in the x-y plane, the refractive index as experience by the THz pulse is

𝑛(𝜃 − 𝜙) =

𝑛1 𝑛2
1/2
2
(𝑛1 𝑠𝑖𝑛2 (𝜃−𝜙)+𝑛22 𝑐𝑜𝑠2 (𝜃−𝜙))

.

(2.8)

To extract the strength of the birefringence as well as the direction of the intrinsic
stress, measurements of the pulse arrival times are required for incident THz pulses
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launched with linear polarization in the x direction (i.e., θ=0), the y direction (i.e., θ=𝜋/2),
and θ=𝜋/4. The corresponding refractive indices experienced by the three different THz
polarization angles are then

𝑛𝑥 = 𝑛(0 − 𝜙) =

𝑛1 𝑛2
1/2
2
2
(𝑛1 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜙+𝑛22 𝑐𝑜𝑠2 𝜙)

𝑛𝑦 = 𝑛(𝜋/2 − 𝜙) =

(2.9)

,

𝑛1 𝑛2
1/2
2
(𝑛1 𝑐𝑜𝑠2 𝜙+𝑛22 𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜙)

(2.10)

,

and
𝑛𝜋/4 = 𝑛(𝜋/4 − 𝜙) =

√2𝑛1 𝑛2
(𝑛12 (𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜙−𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜙)2 +𝑛22 (𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜙+𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜙)2 )

1/2

.

(2.11)

By measuring 𝑛𝑥 , 𝑛𝑦 , and 𝑛𝜋/4 , one can in principle use these equations to determine 𝑛1 ,
𝑛2 , and ϕ.
2.4.2.2 Sample Thickness Measurements Using an External Reference Structure.
The thickness of a sample is key to accurately measuring the optical parameters just
mentioned. Thickness of the FDM 3D printed samples in this research is determined from
time-of-flight (ToF) delay measurements [48] using an external reference structure (ERS).
An ERS consists of a partially reflecting surface and a metal surface as a reflector. When
a THz pulse interacts with the structure, two main pulses are reflected: one reflection from
the backside of the partially reflecting surface and one from the front of the metal. The ToF
difference in the arrival time of the two pulses yields an accurate measurement of the
distance between the backside of the partially reflecting surface and the front face of the
metal. Figure 2.9a illustrates the arrival time of pulses, 𝑡1 𝑜 and 𝑡4 𝑜 , with no sample present.
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The distance between the backside of the reference surface and the front surface of the
metal is calculated using ToF to be

𝐿14 = 𝑐𝑜 (𝑡4 𝑜 − 𝑡1 𝑜 )/2.

(2.12)

Since the THz pulse reflected from the metal transmits through the distance 𝐿14
twice, the factor of two in the denominator is present. When the sample is inserted into the
structure, four major peaks are created and measured in the resulting waveform. Based on
the maximum amplitude of each peak, the arrival times of the four peaks 𝑡1 , 𝑡2 , 𝑡3 , and 𝑡4
are measured. The distances 𝐿12 and 𝐿34 , which are calculated from the ToF measurements
of the pulses, can be subtracted from 𝐿14 to determine the sample thickness L independent
of the refractive index of the sample, shown in Figure 2.9b. Thickness L measured using
the propagation time of THz pulses is more accurate than using other methods of
measurement such as calipers. L was then calculated using

𝐿 = 𝐿14 − 𝐿12 − 𝐿34 =

𝑐𝑜
2

[(𝑡4 𝑜 − 𝑡1 𝑜 ) − (𝑡2 − 𝑡1 ) − (𝑡4 − 𝑡3 )].
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(2.13)

Figure 2.9 Illustration of the external reference structure (ERS) for simultaneous
determination of sample thickness. a) Configuration for determining distance L14 in the
absence of sample. b) Illustration of reflected pulses from the back surface of the reference
surface, front surface of the sample, back surface of the sample, and reflecting metal mirror.
Source: [49].

A specifically designed ERS was 3D printed to correctly hold the FDM 3D printed
samples, designed after the ToF methodology illustrated in Figure 2.9. The tube structure
attached directly to the collinear adapter output lens, as seen in Figure 2.10. An uncoated
silica parallel window is used as the front reference surface. A polished aluminum disc acts
as the mirror, placed at the focal point to allow for maximum reflected amplitude. The
structure is designed and fabricated in such a way that it could be easily disassembled
allowing each component to be swapped for accommodating different sample holders and
partially reflecting surfaces depending on the application.
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Figure 2.10 External reference structure (ERS) attached to a collinear adapter used for
thickness measurements of FDM 3D printed samples.

2.4.3 Imaging and Tomography Techniques
Line scans or images can be taken using the XY raster scanning gantry. Since this THz
time-domain spectrometer has a single transmitter/receiver pair, images are generated one
pixel at a time by translating the sample in the XY plane through the focused THz beam,
while recording averaged transmitted waveforms. Depending on the size of the structure
being scanned, pixel size is determined by speed of platform translation and number of
requested waveforms averaged per pixel. Each pixel in the resulting line scan or image is
represented by both an averaged time domain waveform as well as a single output variable.
These output variables are determined by “recipes” that are created based on the
application. The recipes use deconvolution of the waveform to be able to measure and
calculate values such as time between peaks or average amplitude over a certain frequency
range. The more waveforms that are averaged per pixel, the more accurate the resulting
output variable will be.
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The system outputs these images as PICOIMAGE files which contain a compressed
version of all the individual waveforms that make up that scan or image. The PICOIMAGE
files are processed by a proprietary software called an API extractor. This extracts the
individual waveforms into a CSV file containing the voltage measurements for each of the
averaged waveform making up each pixel of the resulting image. A separate CSV output
file is created for each output variable denoted in the recipe dependent on the application.
Using a series of line scans in combination with angular rotation of the sample a set
number of degrees, THz CT images can be created. THz CT is similar to that of X-ray CT:
the transmission, or any other optical property, is measured along a ray path through the
object being scanned. In X-ray CT, pre-patient collimators are used to direct and correct
the shape of the beam, so that only the necessary radiation passes through the patient and
onto the active detector array [50]. In THz CT, the beam exiting the transmitter propagates
through a high-density polyethylene aspherical lens. This lens focuses the gaussian beam
down to a point where the sample being measured is within the depth-of-focus of the
resulting beam. Each pixel size is determined by a combination of the XY translation speed
and waveform averaging algorithm used for that scan.
The line scans, which are a collection of measurements along parallel ray paths, is
called a projection measurement when used for CT. A projection measurement is a set of
line integrals that represent the interaction between the THz radiation and the medium
represented by a 2D function ƒ(x,y) that it interacts with and transmits through along one
axis of measurement, illustrated in Figure 2.11. This measurement can be any measured
optical parameter such as peak-to-peak THz pulse height, the time-delay of the THz pulse,
transmission within a THz spectral band, or absorption within a specified frequency range.
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These projection measurements are the main source of data for the tomographic
reconstruction. Instead of performing a singular projection measurement for each angular
rotation, a full 2D THz image is acquired at each angle, and then split into individual line
scans based on the tomographic slice being reconstructed. This allows for faster full object
reconstruction. In X-ray CT the gantry is rotated while in THz CT our sample is rotated
using an indexed rotation stage controlled through a LabVIEW program.

Figure 2.11 Illustration of a parallel beam projection measurement where ƒ(x,y) is the twodimensional (2D) function representing the sample and Rθ(x’) is the resulting projection
measured at angle θ.
For proper tomographic reconstruction, it is crucial to find the center of rotation of
the experimental setup. This is done premeasurement by using a thin metal rod of known
diameter to obstruct the THz pulses from the receiver, allowing for the center of rotation
position to be recorded. Once the center of rotation is found, the sample is rotated, and a
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2D image is created at every set angle by measuring and calculating a chosen optical
property of the sample or waveform attribute
A Radon transformation is a linear operator used to take a known function ƒ in a
2D coordinate plane and represent it in what is known as the projection domain. A
projection of an object can effectively be represented by the sum of several sine waves. At
each Y value, a set of projections from discrete angles is then formed into a 2D
representation of the object in the projection domain known as a sinogram [51]. A sinogram
is essentially a stack of projection measurements that can be used to construct a
tomographic image of the structure that was scanned.

Figure 2.12 Example data for creating a tomographic image. (A) Transmission image of
the scaled minimum waveform voltage at a singular θ value. Red box denotes a singular Y
value line scan that will be taken from each θ angle to be assembled into a sinogram.
(B) The resulting sinogram or collection of line scans of a certain Y value. (C) The resulting
tomographic image after the sinogram is put through the inverse Radon transformation.

Going from the sinogram measurements to a reconstructed tomographic image is
an inverse problem. These sinogram measurements can be used in various reconstruction
methods such as the standard filtered back-projection (FBP) algorithm or iterative
techniques such as the algebraic reconstruction technique (ART) or an even faster
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simultaneous algebraic reconstruction technique (SART) to create 2D tomographic images
or “slices” of the object [12], [52]. These slices are a top-down view of the selected plane
through the object scanned. Iterative reconstruction methods generally result in more
accurate reconstructions but require much more computational power and time. By
stacking these tomographic images and utilizing reconstruction software such as ImageJ or
3D Slicer, it is possible to create a 3D reconstruction of the structure scanned based on the
chosen optical property or waveform attribute that was measured.
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CHAPTER 3
3D PRINTED SAMPLE IMAGING,
CHARACTERIZATION, AND EVALUATION

3.1 Materials and Methods
3.1.1 Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM)
Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM) samples are printed using an Ultimaker S5 FDM 3D
printer, a widely used commercially available printer controlled by G-code generated by
Ultimaker Cura V4.4.1. Each sample is printed using a custom STL model designed in
Autodesk Fusion 360. The filament materials used are copolyester (CPE), Nylon,
polycarbonate (PC), polylactic acid (PLA), and polypropylene (PP): a comprehensive list
of the available clear or natural filaments produced by Ultimaker that are compatible with
the Ultimaker S5 3D printer. Clear and natural filaments were chosen to avoid the
possibility of variations induced by pigments or dyes in the filament that might affect the
THz measurements and resulting optical characteristics.
These filaments are thermosoftening polymers, or thermoplastics. Upon heating,
these filaments are melted to a point where they can be reshaped, molded, or extruded.
Once cooled down, the material will hold its resultant shape due to the chemically
independent macromolecules within. This process of heating and cooling can be repeated
with minimal damage to the material [53]. These different thermoplastic filaments are the
building blocks of FDM printing. More information on FDM 3D printing can be found at
the following reference [54].
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3.1.1.1 Samples for Measuring the Refractive Index, Attenuation Coefficient, and
Birefringence based on 3D Printing Parameters. Samples were designed to measure
20 x 106 x 2 mm, a size large enough to allow measurements to be taken at a variety of
locations on each, as well as let ample THz radiation through to obtain proper signal-tonoise ratios, while keeping printing time to a minimum. Depending on the print parameters,
each sample took roughly one hour to print. Each sample is measured at three separate
locations denoted by the labels A, B, and C corresponding to the tic marks incorporated
into the design, as shown in Figure 3.1. The other four tic marks are used for mounting
reproducibility. This allows for consistent measurements for both the thickness of the
sample as well as the refractive index, attenuation coefficient, and birefringence at those
three locations.

Figure 3.1 3D printed sample used for refractive index, attenuation coefficient and
birefringence measurements dependent on printing parameters. Spots A, B, and C
correspond to three measurement locations and with circles representing the average THz
beam size.
Source: [49].

It is common in FDM printing for designs to vary from one another in their choices
of infill percentage, printer nozzle size, print layer height and print orientation. The infill
percentage is the amount of repeating structure printed within the object to create strength
and rigidity. Generally, a printed structures strength is increased with an increase in infill
percentage due to the increase in the amount of plastic extruded. For this research, 100 %
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infill is used throughout to eliminate that variability. The effect of nozzle size, layer height,
and print orientation on measured THz optical parameters is the primary emphasis of this
research.
Most commercially available 3D printers can swap between a variety of nozzle
sizes. The nozzle size, usually between 0.25 mm and 1.5 mm, determines the size of the
individual print lines within the raster pattern: the repeating pattern of parallel lines that
are combined to create a 3D object employed in the printing process. Nozzle sizes of
0.4 mm and 0.8 mm are used in this research. Nozzle size is important for printing THz
components because roughness and boundaries on the printed structure will be created
differently both on the surface and internally that may affect the optical properties of the
structure and may need to be removed during a post-printing-process procedure, such as
polishing [55].
The layer height of a print is the thickness of the individual layers laid down by the
nozzle during each raster pass. Layer heights have limitations based on the nozzle size
utilized, so layer heights of 0.1 mm, 0.2 mm and 0.3 mm are used because of nozzle size
choice in this research. The layers throughout the structure will be extruded on a certain
plane depending on the object’s orientation. Horizontal and vertical print orientations are
tested, as shown in Figure 3.2. When the vertical samples were printed a thicker region
routinely formed at the bottom as a consequence of this printing orientation due to
spreading of the material on the build plate. This had no effect on the measurements
reported because that thicker part of the sample was not within the regions measured. The
THz beam is always perpendicular to the front face of the sample during the THz
transmission measurements. A set of standard printing parameters is established for
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uniformity between filaments. The parameters chosen were a 0.4 mm nozzle, 0.2 mm layer
height, a horizontal printing orientation, and Cura recommended heat and speed settings
based on the filament used for that sample. The printing speed and temperature of the
nozzle and build plate utilized are those recommended by the filament and printer
manufacturer for optimal printing results [49].

Figure 3.2 Computer-aided design (CAD) models showing the difference in print
orientation for the FDM 3D printed samples. (Left) “Horizontal” orientation. (Right)
“Vertical” orientation.
Source: [49].

3.1.1.2 FDM Samples for THz CT. Cylindrical structure samples were designed and
printed for the initial trial of THz CT, shown in Figure 3.3, using Autodesk Fusion 360.
The samples include two white PLA cylindrical structures measuring 1 cm and 2 cm in
diameter, respectively. The other sample is an 8 mm wide increasing to 28 mm wide by 3
cm tall six tier cylindrical structure with a 4 mm hole throughout the height. Cylindrical
structures are chosen for the initial measurements for their simplicity in the tomographic
reconstruction using the inverse Radon transformation.
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Figure 3.3 Samples used for THz CT and 3D reconstruction of 3D printed structures. (Left)
2 cm diameter 3D printer cylinder mounted in a LabVIEW controlled rotation stage.
(Right) Autodesk Fusion 360 CAD model of a 28 mm wide by 3 cm tall six tier cylindrical
structure with 4 mm uniform hole throughout.

3.1.2 Nanoparticle Jetting (NPJ)
All ceramic samples were fabricated using nanoparticle jetting, a proprietary printing
technology developed by XJet, which falls under the category of binder jetting additive
manufacturing. ZrO2 nanoparticles are suspended in a polymer binder and carrier agent to
form an ink that is deposited layer by layer on top of one another. As the multiple print
nozzles deposit these layers of the ZrO2 dispersion, as well as support structure material,
the layers are dried using heat lamps and hot air dryers to evaporate the carrier agent. Once
completed, the samples are submerged in water to dissolve the support material. After a
period of drying in a desiccating chamber, the samples are considered green and ready for
sintering. Sintering is required to join the individual ZrO2 particles into one dense structure
at temperatures above 1200 °C. During firing, the binder decomposes leaving voids of
varying size depending on the maximum temperature reached.
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3.1.2.1 Ceramic Samples for Relative Permittivity Measurements and Defect
Detection.

Cuboid ceramic samples were fabricated using an XJet Carmel 1400 printer.

The samples provided were all printed with identical printing parameters, but experienced
different maximum sintering temperatures varying from 750 °C to 1450 °C in increments
of 100 °C. The samples were 50 mm2, 2-3 mm thick, layer thicknesses of 10 𝜇m, and a
jetting resolution of roughly 20 𝜇m. The ceramic samples characterized in this research
were provided by Dr. Paul Parsons from the University of Delaware.

Figure 3.4 Stack of nanoparticle jetted ceramic samples varying in size and thickness due
to their maximum sintering temperatures used for relative permittivity and dielectric
constant measurements. The thumbtack is for size reference.

3.2 Results and Discussion
3.2.1 FDM 3D Printing Parameters
Refractive index, attenuation coefficient, and level of birefringence are measured for a set
of 3D printed samples printed with various printing parameters. Changes in the optical
properties of these printed structures are observed and compared.
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3.2.1.1 Infill Correction.

After the initial sample printing process, during visual

inspection, the structures appeared more opaque than expected when printing with pigment
free filaments. The non-transparent samples in the visible range lead to the investigation as
to why this was occurring. To look at the internal structure of the samples, sacrificial
samples are printed and cut. The cross sections are observed under a digital microscope. It
was determined that due to the infill pattern and polymer extrusion amount set by Cura
during slicing, the samples did not contain a true 100 % infill. To correct this underextrusion issue, the extrusion percentage is increased to 105 %. This increase allowed for
the slicing software to produce a true 100 % infill structure when printed with the different
filaments. In Figure 3.5 where the pre-correction is shown on the left, clear gaps between
the individual raster lines are visible, showing under extrusion. On the right, after the
correction was implemented, true 100 % infill is obtained. Gaps are no longer visible in
the cross section, and the samples have increased visual transparency due to the lack of air
gaps between the raster lines, leading to less refraction. The infill percentage correction is
used throughout the sample printing process for all filaments.

Figure 3.5 Digital microscope images of two cross sections of 3D printed samples. (Left)
Sample before infill correction was implemented showing under extrusion. (Right) Sample
after the infill correction was implemented showing true 100 % infill.
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3.2.1.2 Uncertainty. When measuring optical properties and characteristics of materials,
there will be an associated uncertainty. The data presented for comparison of printing
parameters in Subsection 3.2.1.5 is characterized around 500 GHz. The uncertainty in the
measured value of the real refractive index at 500 GHz is calculated by differentiating and
squaring Equation (2.12) and then taking an ensemble average (noting that the covariance
terms vanish). The uncertainty in the real refractive index is

(

𝜎𝑛𝑟 2
𝜎𝜙 2
𝜎𝜙 2
𝜎𝐿 2
) = ( ) + ( 𝑠) + ( 𝑟)
𝑛𝑟 − 1
𝐿
𝛥𝜙
𝛥𝜙

(3.1)

where the σ values refer to the standard deviations of the respective measured quantities.
The uncertainty in the thickness L and phase difference Δϕ is determined by performing
the same measurement on a chosen sample ten times with 1000 waveform averages each.
This allows for the calculation of the thickness and phase difference between the reference
scan and sample scan ten times normalized using the central limit theorem. The thickness
value L is determined by Equation (2.13) and its uncertainty by

𝜎
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.

(3.2)

The uncertainty in the thickness measurements using the ERS is calculated to be
0.6 %. Propagation of errors using Equation (3.1) yields a relative uncertainty of 0.3 % for
the frequency dependent real refractive index measurements at 500GHz. The attenuation
coefficient measurement uncertainty is calculated to be 0.7 %. A similar propagation of
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error analysis is followed for birefringence using Equation (2.6). This leads to a relative
uncertainty of 2.7 % for the birefringence measurements. A 2𝜎 threshold (95 % confidence
interval) is used to determine if changes in refractive index, attenuation coefficient and
birefringence resulting from variations in the printing parameters are statistically
significant [49].
3.2.1.3 Refractive Index Decreases Below 200 GHz.

The

calculated

refractive

index below approximately 200 GHz for all samples is observed to drop off and decrease
with frequency. Refractive index measurements on various bulk non-printed plastics are
taken for comparison and this phenomenon is not observed as it was in the 3D printed
samples. To investigate the refractive index drop off, samples are printed with varying
thicknesses. Four samples are printed with the standard printing parameters but with
thicknesses varying from 2 to 8 mm. The real refractive indices are calculated for these
samples: the results are shown for frequencies below 0.25 THz. Figure 3.6 shows that the
decrease below 200 GHz becomes successively less prominent as the thickness of the
samples increases. This observation suggests that the surface roughness of the sample is
responsible for this effect in the thin samples. The relative contribution of the surface
roughness to the refractive index is much larger in the thinner sample and will decrease as
the thickness increases. Since this drop off is only seen at the lower frequencies below
200 GHz, the majority of the frequency range measured for the samples is unaffected [49].
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Figure 3.6 Extracted frequency-dependent real refractive index drop-off below 200 GHz.
As the thickness of the printed samples increases, the effect decreases. Data below
0.05 THz is unreliable because of negligible detectable signal.
Source: [49]

3.2.1.4 Filament Comparison of Real Refractive Indices and Attenuation Coefficients.
Figures 3.7 and 3.8 show the frequency dependence of the real refractive indices and the
attenuation coefficients of the five 3D printing filaments, respectively. Each sample is
printed with the standard printing parameters described in Subsection 3.1.1.1 and
characterized using the MATLAB code in Appendix A. The fluctuations in each curve are
induced by Fabry-Pérot oscillations; the frequency interval between oscillations is
consistent with the thickness of the measured samples. Of note is the extremely low value
of polypropylene’s attenuation coefficient. The presence of ranges within the curve that
trend to an unphysical value below 0 cm-1 indicate that, to properly measure the extremely
low attenuation coefficient of polypropylene within this frequency range, much thicker
samples than the ones printed in this research would need to be fabricated. Consequently,
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polypropylene’s attenuation coefficients are omitted from the tables below. The attenuation
coefficients for PLA and Nylon measured here agree with previously published results, as
referenced in Table 2.1 [24]. Our PC measurement of refractive index was 0.1 higher than
measured in Reference [27]. This could be due to a different chemical formulation of the
filaments from differing manufacturers. CPE measurements for this frequency range have
not been previously published.

Figure 3.7 Extracted frequency dependent real refractive indices of the five 3D printing
filaments used in this research.
Source: [49].
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Figure 3.8 Extracted frequency-dependent attenuation coefficients of the five 3D printing
filaments used in this research measured using electric field.
Source: [49].

3.2.1.5 Effect of Printing Parameters on Real Refractive Index and Attenuation
Coefficient.

The THz optical properties of the materials studied here have previously

been demonstrated to be frequency dependent. We chose to isolate and quantify changes
in the THz optical properties due to variations in printing parameters at a frequency of
500 GHz, chosen for its good signal-to-noise ratio and lack of interference oscillations in
the measured data. Tables 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 show the measured real refractive indices and
attenuation coefficients for our samples as their printing parameters are varied. Cura
recommended heat and speed settings are used for all printed samples.
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Table 3.1 Real Refractive Indices and Attenuation Coefficients at 500 GHz Based on
Variation in Printer’s Nozzle Size
Filament Nozzle Size
Material (mm)
PLA
0.4
0.8
Nylon
0.4
0.8
PC
0.4
0.8
CPE
0.4
0.8
PP
0.4
0.8

Real Refractive
Index (n)
1.654
1.657
1.749
1.758
1.649
1.654
1.683
1.691
1.492
1.495

Attenuation
Coefficient (cm-1)
4.429
4.587
4.015
3.921
1.944
1.924
3.343
3.461
N/A
N/A

Note: Standard printing parameters of a 0.2 mm layer height and a horizontal printing orientation were used.
Uncertainties in the real refractive index: 2𝜎 = ±0.010 and attenuation coefficient: 2𝜎 = ±0.025.
Source: [49]

Table 3.2 Real Refractive Indices and Attenuation Coefficients at 500 GHz Based on
Variation in the Print’s Layer Height [49]
Filament Layer Height
Material (mm)
PLA
0.1
0.2
0.3
Nylon
0.1
0.2
0.3
PC
0.1
0.2
0.3
CPE
0.1
0.2
0.3
PP
0.1
0.2
0.3

Real Refractive
Index (n)
1.658
1.654
1.641
1.755
1.749
1.753
1.663
1.649
1.663
1.689
1.683
1.670
1.493
1.492
1.492

Attenuation
Coefficient (cm-1)
4.455
4.429
4.543
3.961
4.015
4.020
2.104
1.944
2.123
3.161
3.343
3.675
N/A
N/A
N/A

Note: Standard printing parameters of a 0.4 mm nozzle and a horizontal printing orientation were used.
Uncertainties in the real refractive index: 2𝜎 = ±0.010 and attenuation coefficient: 2𝜎 = ±0.025.
Source: [49]
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Table 3.3 Real Refractive Indices and Attenuation Coefficients of Samples at 500 GHz
Based on Variation in Print Orientation [49]
Filament Print
Material Orientation
PLA
horizontal
vertical
Nylon
horizontal
vertical
PC
horizontal
vertical
CPE
horizontal
vertical
PP
horizontal
vertical

Real Refractive
Index (n)
1.654
1.604
1.749
1.741
1.649
1.623
1.683
1.650
1.492
1.457

Attenuation
Coefficient (cm-1)
4.429
5.092
4.015
4.099
1.944
2.444
3.343
3.191
N/A
N/A

Note: Standard printing parameters of a 0.4 mm nozzle and 0.2 mm layer heights were used. Uncertainties in
the real refractive index: 2𝜎 = ±0.010 and attenuation coefficient: 2𝜎 = ±0.025.
Source: [49]

As seen in Table 3.1, as the nozzle size on the printer is increased from 0.4 mm to
0.8 mm, there is a slight consistent increase in the real refractive index in every pair of
samples: at an average of 0.33 %, this result is not statistically significant as this increase
is within the uncertainty of the mean. The attenuation coefficients for PLA, nylon, and CPE
were outside of the uncertainty, but no correlation could be drawn between a change in
nozzle size and a change in attenuation coefficient. Therefore, the refractive indices and
attenuation coefficients are not correlated with a change in nozzle size.
Table 3.2 shows the variations caused by changes in layer heights between the
samples. Again, the differences measured in refractive index are within the uncertainty.
Some materials experience slight increases, while others experience slight decreases, and
there is no correlation between layer height and refractive index. Nor is there any
correlation with the attenuation coefficients, even though some of the measurements lie
outside of the calculated uncertainty. To further investigate this result, an additional set of
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samples is printed, this time with a vertical print orientation rather than a horizontal print
orientation. With the print orientation changed, there is still no correlation between layer
height and the change in refractive index or attenuation coefficient observed.
Table 3.3 shows the variation based on changing the print orientation. There is a
clear correlation between print orientation and change in refractive index: an average
increase of 1.9 % in the real refractive index at 500 GHz when the samples are printed
horizontally compared to vertically. Three of the four measurable attenuation coefficients
have increases greater than the calculated uncertainty. Because air gaps might have caused
to the change in refractive index, after the measurements are taken, the samples are cut and
their cross sections are viewed using a light optical microscope (similar to the infill
correction process), but no air gaps within the prints are discovered. It is plausible that the
surface texture differences between the horizontal and vertical samples might cause these
correlations. In a vertically printed sample, the THz beam is interacting with a repeating
structure surface layer with features of similar size to its wavelength. It has been previously
reported that increasing the surface roughness of various samples measured in the THz
range has an increase in the uncertainty of thickness measurements as well as increase the
measured values of real refractive indices [56], [57].
3.2.1.6 Effect of Printing Parameters on Birefringence. Horizontally printed samples
show birefringence levels below the calculated uncertainty in the measurement. Vertically
printed samples however, show birefringence levels above the uncertainty and are shown
in the figures below. The lack of measurable birefringence in the horizontally printed
samples is plausibly due to the cancellation of any induced stresses in the alternating raster
pattern during printing because of the crosshatch pattern that is performed while printing
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in this direction. This cross-hatch pattern is perpendicular to the THz beam during
transmission, and therefore each opposing layers’ stresses will be effectively nulled during
the phase change. Shown below in Figures 3.9 and 3.10, as the layer height of the samples
increases, using both a 0.4 mm and 0.8 mm nozzle, the birefringence present in the sample
also increases. This trend is seen in every filament material.

∆𝑛

Figure 3.9 Level of birefringence ( 𝑛 ) measured at 250 GHz in vertically printed samples
using a 0.4 mm nozzle and standard printing parameters with variation of print layer height.
Source: [49].

∆𝑛

Figure 3.10 Level of birefringence ( 𝑛 ) measured at 250 GHz in vertically printed samples
using a 0.8 mm nozzle and standard printing parameters with variation of print layer height.
Source: [49].
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Additional stresses may be induced into the material as it is rapidly heated and
cooled from printing temperature back to room temperature during the FDM 3D printing
process. These large thermal fluctuations combined with forced extrusion could create a
birefringence within the final structure as the layers are deposited on top of one another.
As seen in Figures 3.9 and 3.10, the increase in nozzle size from 0.4 mm to 0.8 mm causes
an average of 125 % decrease in birefringence. One possible explanation for this decrease
is that with the larger nozzle size each layer of the sample is printed faster and, since each
layer is printed faster, there is less elapsed time for that layer to cool, decreasing the
introduction of residual stresses into the material due to thermal differences between layers.
Consequential thermal differences between layers will create larger measurable
birefringence, such as seen in the slower printing 0.4 mm nozzle samples [49].
3.2.2 FDM Tomography
Preliminary THz CT data is taken on the cylindrical and tier stacked 3D printed structures
using an FBP algorithm, parallel beam projection data. and the MATLAB code that is in
Appendix B. This code is written to take the resulting waveforms, convert the voltage
measurements into frequency domain amplitude data, and average the corresponding
amplitudes over the entire measured frequency range (min to max). This gives an average
measured electric field as the beam passes through the sample at the different angles to be
used for tomographic image and 3D structure reconstruction.
The code utilizes the built-in inverse Radon transformation (iRadon) function
which assumes parallel beam projection data. This assumes that each line integral in the
projection data is parallel to each other and that each pixel (i.e., averaged output waveform)
corresponds to a singular summation on that line. This function allows for adjustment of
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the back projection interpolation, and a choice of filter used for the frequency domain
filtering. In these reconstructions, ‘linear’ (default) interpolation is used as no difference
in the resulting reconstructions is observed. Optimal results are shown using the ‘RamLak’ (default) filter with no frequency scaling.
3.2.2.1 Solid Cylinder Structures Tomography.

The two samples imaged first are

solid PLA cylinders with 1 cm and 2 cm diameters, respectively. Figure 3.11A has a lower
resolution than Figure 3.11B due to the number of horizontal projection scans and angular
rotations performed. Figure 3.11A was a 360-degree rotation scan comprised of a
projection measurement taken every 12 °. Each horizontal projection contained 30
averaged waveforms (pixels) for a total of 900 individual waveforms taken to create the
resulting tomographic image of the 1 cm cylinder. Figure 3.11B was also a 360-degree scan
but comprised of 90 pixels per projection taken every 4 ° of rotation for a total of 8100
individual waveforms taken on the 2 cm cylinder.

Figure 3.11 THz tomographic images of cylindrical structures. (A) 1 cm solid PLA
cylinder tomographic image at 30x30 resolution. (B) 2 cm solid PLA cylinder tomographic
image at 90x90 resolution.
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The difference in tomographic resolution between the two scans is obvious, but
both scans showcase the same resulting problem: clearly visible boundary effects in both
images. These boundary effects are mainly caused by refraction as the THz both enters the
plastic cylinder and again enters the air upon exit. This refraction is the reason the edge of
the cylinders tomographic image is “soft” and not a sharp edge. Since the cylinder is a solid
structure with consistent density and transparency to the THz beam throughout, the center
of the tomographic slice should be the same color as the edges, denoting equal amplitude
of the resulting electric field.
The centers of these images appear a lighter color due to beam hardening or
cupping. Beam hardening effectively alters the attenuation profile so that the attenuation is
projected as lower in the middle and increased along the edges, illustrated in Figure 3.12.
The inverse radon transformation reconstruction perceives this as higher transparency due
to the assumption of parallel beam projection measurements, hence the lighter color.

Figure 3.12 Illustration of the effect on the linear attenuation measurement projection of a
uniform density cylinder due to beam hardening compared to a correct projection.
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There is also an unmeasurable effect of beam deflection to the point that the THz
beam is missing the detector completely due to the plastics strong refractive effect at these
frequencies. The THz beam is so strongly refracted as it transmits through the cylinder, it
does not pass through the second lens to be collimated into the receiver upon exit. This also
contributes to the variation in the perceived attenuation due to the variable decrease in light
received after transmission. Similar results have also been shown in THz tomography
images of wine corks and foam blocks [12], [58].
3.2.2.2 Tier Stacked Structure Tomography and 3D Reconstruction.

The tier stack

structure with the hole throughout the height is imaged next. A total of 19 tomographic
images are created, one every 0.5 mm vertically, to create a 3D reconstruction of a small
section of the structure. Resulting tomographic images are created similar to that of the
solid cylinder structures. Due to the uniform hole running through the center of the
structure, there is a clear hole in the center of each tomographic image, as opposed to just
a lighter intensity as seen with the solid structures. The issue presented is that this hole
increases in size with increase in structure diameter even though the hole diameter does
not change throughout the height. We can once again attribute this to the same conclusion
as with the solid cylinders. Beam hardening and beam steering/deflection cause the
reconstruction method to interpret the results as a decreased attenuation through the central
portion of the structure, effectively increasing the perceptive size of the hole.
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Figure 3.13 Tomographic images of the tier stack structure at three decreasing heights with
clear signs of beam hardening and beam steering with refraction losses.
It is possible to adjust the resulting contrast boundaries of the image. This allows
for removal of some stray artifacts in the resulting tomographic images, but also reduces
the accuracy of the dimensions of the structure reconstruction. Throughout all tomographic
images, there are repeating artifacts, specifically streaking, in the images. Artifacts like
these are poor for reconstruction but do show consistency between the individual scans.
The tomographic images are uploaded to ImageJ which is a Java based image processing
software. Using the 3D Volume Viewer 2.0 plugin, a full 3D reconstruction is created using
the 19 tomographic images.
Figure 3.14 shows what section of the tier stack model is scanned. A transmission
image is included to show the image that was created at a singular θ value and to be
compared to the central cross section of the 3D reconstruction. The hole grows larger as
more material is transmitted through, and the beam hardening effect increases. This
reconstruction does not visualize the differences in diameter between each tier on the
outside of the structure, but instead reconstructs it as a gradually increasing structure while
scanning towards the bottom, like an upside-down cone shape. This result can be caused
by two issues with the experiment. First, due to the beam diameter, there are many resulting
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artifacts caused by refraction. The beam could not be “seeing” the individual steps as
different sections of the THz beam may be transmitting through different sizes tiers,
resulting in an averaged value between the two. This consequence could also be greatly
amplified if the structure was not properly within the depth-of-focus of the gaussian beam.
Another probable cause for this is if the structure was not centered both on the rotation
stage and within the horizontal scan axis. If not properly centered, this would cause an
averaging of values horizontally as the structure was rotated throughput the scan. This
averaging would visualize structure in the recreation that was not present on the print.

Figure 3.14 Comparison of the 3D model to a transmission image and 3D reconstruction.
(Left) 3D model of the tier stack structure with an outline of the scanned section.
(Right Top) Transmission image at θ = 0°. (Right Bottom) Central slice of the 3D
reconstruction showing false internal voids and gradually changing outer structure.

A full 3D reconstruction is created shown in Figure 3.15. This reconstruction
unfortunately does not completely resemble the proper shape of the 3D printed tier stack.
Streaking and beam hardening artifacts, resulting in small dense “particles” around the
main structure are shown, along with individual scan lines due to the vertical step size.
However, the reconstruction is able to create a form that contains a gradually decreasing
diameter structure with a hole running through the center: two distinct characteristics of
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the 3D printed structure. This reconstruction does set the basis for further 3D reconstruction
attempts using this THz system and transmission setup on amber seen later in this research.

Figure 3.15 3D reconstruction made from 19 individual THz tomographic images of a
section of the 3D printed tier stack structure assembled using ImageJ.

3.2.3 Ceramic Relative Permittivity and Defect Detection
To measure the relative permittivity of the extruded ceramics, the samples are mounted to
the XY gantry away from the focal point of the lens, to create a larger spot size interacting
with the samples in a transmission configuration. This averages the relative permittivity of
the samples over an area of roughly 6.25 cm2. The samples are measured between 60 GHz
and 3 THz using the T-ray 5000 system using an average of 2000 acquired THz waveforms.
Due to the low signal to noise ratio, valid data is extracted between 110-550 GHz. To verify
that this data is accurate, the samples are also measured between 75-110 GHz by Dr. Paul
Parsons using a free-space focused beam system constructed at the University of Delaware.
The benefit of using two different systems to measure the relative permittivity, is to show
that the data is both accurate and repeatable.
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As you can see from Figure 3.16, the data from the free-space system matches the
T-ray 5000 data very well, confirming that these are accurate measurements. This data
confirms that as the sintering temperature is increased, the relative permittivity increases,
while not varying over a relatively large frequency range. In the results, “Green State”
refers to an un-sintered sample. At temperatures above 1200 °C, the relative permittivity
reached a value where the increase between samples decreased dramatically, essentially
becoming nil.

Figure 3.16 Relative permittivity of the various sintered ceramic samples at different
sintering temperatures showing data between 75-550 GHz provided by Paul Parsons.
Source: [59].

During these measurements, slight variations in the relative permittivity depending
on location were observed when the THz beam was focused over a smaller spot size on the
sample. As a result of this observation, images are created by raster scanning the samples
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with 0.5 mm2 pixels, each comprised of an average of four waveforms, in a transmission
configuration. The contrast of the images shows the variations in the dielectric constant of
the material at that point. Each sample shows clear isotropic volume reduction as the
sintering temperature is increased, as to be expected as the particles begin to sinter, and
voids begin to disappear with increased temperature. The samples decrease in volume from
1 % up to 18 % at the highest sintering temperature of 1450 °C. Also visible are the
numerous horizontal striations seen in all the samples. These striations turned out to be an
alignment issue with the XJet printer, verified by XJet staff. The XJet has 24 printheads
which are composed of 512 print nozzles per head. Half of the heads spray support material,
while the other half spray the ceramic dispersion. By imaging these samples, flaws within
all the prints are clearly detectable. That flaw ended up being misaligned print heads,
effectively causing an inhomogeneity in the dispersion of the ZrO2 particles, shown in
Figure 3.17.
In the 1450 °C sample, a clear nonlinear horizontal line about two thirds of the way
up is visible. This line is a crack that runs throughout the entire length of the sample and
suspected to be a product of a combination of material shrinkage and inhomogeneous
particle density caused by the misaligned print heads. Notably, this crack is not fully visible
under visual inspection, as it can only be seen on one side of the sample and only about
one third of the way across that sample. The full extent of the crack was only observed post
THz imaging.
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Figure 3.17 Raster scan images of the dielectric constants of varying sintering temperature
ZrO2 samples. Horizontal striations seen throughout are a result of print head misalignment
during the printing process.

Of note, on the 1150 °C and 1250 °C samples, the outlines on the upper lefthand
and upper righthand corners of the samples, respectively, are a product of leaving the
sample identification sticker on during scanning.
3.3 Conclusions
Variations in the printing parameters of 3D printed structures are shown to alter the
resulting THz refractive index, attenuation coefficient, and birefringence of the structure.
The variations in the printing parameters that alter the THz optical properties can lead to
variations in the performance of 3D printed device components as well as potential
misinterpretation of THz NDE of 3D printed components. Based on these results,
depending on the degree of precision in the real refractive index, attenuation coefficient,
and birefringence needed, performance variations in FDM 3D printed structures that rely
on tailored optical properties such as microwave and THz based optical components
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including lenses, waveguides, and antennas should therefore be taken into consideration
by altering certain printing parameters or by establishing a set standard of parameters
during the fabrication process. Nozzle size and layer height are not correlated to changes
in refractive index and attenuation coefficient, effectively reducing the parameters of
concern for these tailored characteristics. The birefringence of the structure is affected by
both print orientation and nozzle size. Print orientation has a measurable effect on the
refractive index, attenuation coefficient, and birefringence and should always be taken into
consideration during the FDM 3D printing process of various optical based application
structures.
Upon creating tomographic images and 3D reconstructions of 3D printed structures
using THz imaging, several issues presented themselves. There are two major factors that
create smearing, boundary effects, and stray artifacts in the resulting tomographic images.
First, this style of filtered back projection assumes that all THz beams travel straight
through the sample into the receiver in a perfectly parallel beam projection. This is simply
not the case, due to the strong refraction and material boundaries that are encountered as
the THz beam transmits through the structure being scanned. This reconstruction
techniques also assumes that the THz source has an infinitely small focal point, which is
also not true. The entire sample is within the depth-of-focus of the beam which helps, but
the spot size is on the order of millimeters, resulting in reconstruction that lacks the required
detail. Using shorter focal length lenses can partially correct for this issue, as for these
reconstructions, 6 in focal length lenses were being used. To also increase the accuracy of
the reconstructions, smaller step sizes and decreased angles between projection
measurements could be used.
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For the tier stacked reconstruction, the scan was most likely not centered on either
the rotation stage or horizontal axis, creating an averaging effect on the outer edges,
showing how important centering is unless otherwise accounted for. Based on the resulting
images and reconstructions, it is concluded that for THz tomography to be useful for THz
NDE of 3D printed structures, the combination of corrective algorithms and different
reconstruction methods besides standard FBP need to be implemented. ART’s, which apply
the Kaczmarz’s method to Radon’s integral equation in which a system of linear equations
is solved by converging on solution based on iterative results, have been previously shown
reduce beam hardening and improve the resulting THz tomographic images, while
simultaneously taking into account refraction and reflection losses [60].
For the ceramic 3D printed samples, by measuring the relative permittivity, it is
confirmed that as the sintering temperature is increased, the relative permittivity of the
material increased as well, while being non-dispersive over a relatively large frequency
range. The largest jump in permittivity is between the 1200°C and 1250°C samples, which
leads to the conclusion that within that temperature range, most of the sintering of the
ceramic particles occurred. The resulting data also shows that temperatures above 1250°C
up to 1450°C, the maximum recommended sintering temperature by XJet, does not
substantially increase the relative permittivity and the large jumps between temperatures
stops. These measurements showcase THz spectroscopy as a method of electromagnetic
response NDE for printed ceramics.
It is also shown that this type of ceramic structure’s final size is dependent on
maximum sintering temperature due to isotropic volumetric shrinkage which must be
accounted for in the structural design. If this shrinkage is not accounted for pre-printing,
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post-sintering structural dimensions will not match the ones needed for the application. By
imaging the samples as a function of their dielectric constant, observations of linear
striation defects are made. These defects are confirmed as print head misalignment,
confirming real flaw detection. Also, a full-length crack, not visible under visual
inspection, is detected as yet another example of flaw detection using THz as a
manufacturing and structural quality NDE method.
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CHAPTER 4
GAS PIPE DEFECT IMAGING,
CHARACTERIZATION, AND EVALUATION

4.1 Materials and Methods
Polyethylene (PE) gas pipes were supplied by NYSEARCH (www.nysearch.org) for defect
detection, imaging, and characterization. The pipes have a 58 mm outer diameter, 4 mm
wall thickness, and come in differing lengths. The pipes come in two colors: yellow and
black with yellow stripes. The different colors indicated the density of the pipe. Yellow
pipes indicate medium density polyethylene (MDPE) while black pipes with yellow stripes
indicate high density polyethylene (HDPE). These extruded pipes contain various forms of
defects or characteristics including scratches, dents, and butt fused joints.
Normal incidence reflection measurements are taken in attempt to detect and
visualize these defects. The scans are taken using the collinear adapter mounted on a
custom XY gantry, separate from the T-image, specifically constructed for this application.
The pipes are clamped vertically to a LabVIEW controlled rotation stage to allow the
collinear adapter to always be perpendicular to the length of the pipe during the scan,
maximizing the reflection amplitude. The following reflection peak amplitude and timing
images are created using a custom MATLAB code shown in Appendix C.

4.2 Results and Discussion
For the following THz reflection images, figures represented by (A) are the amplitudes
measured in volts of the peak reflected from the front surface of the pipe. Images labeled
(B) are the amplitudes measured in volts of the peak reflected from the inner surface of the
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pipe. Images labeled (C) are the time differences measured in picoseconds between the
arrival times of the reflected peaks. Figure 4.1 illustrates the reflected pulses from the two
surfaces of the pipe. The change in the sign of the measured amplitude between the front
and back peaks are due to the 180 ° phase changed as the pulse reflects off the higher
refractive index material of the pipe.

Figure 4.1 Illustration of the incident and reflected pulses (A) and (B) from the front and
inner surface of a cross section of polyethylene gas pipe.

It is important to note that since the resulting images are created from the peak
amplitudes and timing differences, direct color limit and numerical comparison between
the different pipe samples is not applicable. The following images are created solely to
assess and confirm THz NDE as a usable method for defect detection and visualization of
PE gas pipes.
The first scan, shown in Figure 4.2, comprises of imaging a defect free section of
pipe taken as a baseline to compare to the other pipes with known defects. No defects are
detected, but there are clear banding artifacts seen throughout all the reflection images.
These banding artifacts are seen through all the images taken on the four pipe samples. The
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strongest contribution to this effect is from the pipe not being perfectly parallel to the Z
scan axis. As the gantry moves up and down, the pipe is then moving closer or further away
during the scan affecting both the timing and amplitude of the reflected peaks. This effect
is minimized in the other scans due to the larger amplitude difference seen in the defects
compared to the smaller variations due to misalignment. Surface texture of the pipe is
another factor that may be causing the banding affects, specifically with the amplitude of
the reflections. There are sections within the resulting images with high levels of noise due
to the lower amount of averaging within each pixel used for this scan.

Figure 4.2 70 mm tall and full circumferential scan of a defect free section of MDPE pipe.
(A) Front surface reflection peak amplitude (volts). (B) Rear surface reflection peak
amplitude (volts). (C) Timing difference between front and back surface reflected peaks
(picoseconds).
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Figure 4.3 70 mm tall and full circumferential scan of a HDPE pipe crushed by overclamping 70(A) Front surface reflection peak amplitude (volts). (B) Rear surface reflection
peak amplitude (volts). (C) Timing difference between front and back surface reflected
peaks (picoseconds).

Figure 4.3 shows the resulting reflection images from a section of pipe that was
clamped shut. If a section of pipe needs to be replaced, a special type of clamp is used that
crushes the pipe to the point where flow is halted. In the photograph on the left, the section
of pipe outlined in red is permanently deformed due to the clamping force applied
surpassing the pipes yield point where plastic deformation occurred. This type of defect
could easily be overlooked during a visual inspection. Since the pipe sustains permanent
damage during clamping, it is advised that these pipes are not clamped more than once
within a certain distance relative to each other, and if overlooked, could result in total
failure of that pipe at the crush location.
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In (A), (B), and (C) of Figure 4.3 the area that was crushed becomes clearly visible.
Amplitude images (A) and (B) show the horizontal banding equal to the width of the clamp
used for deformation. The two distinct points at roughly 80 and 170 mm around the
circumference where the most force was applied are clearly visualized. Areas of both
increased and decreased amplitude are shown depending on how the pulse was reflected
from the indented portions. Image (C) confirms this defect as the result of a crush. The
decreased timing differences between the reflected pulses at the points of peak applied
pressure visualize areas of decreased thickness due to the material being pressed away from
those areas, effectively thinning the wall of the pipe.
Also of note, is that throughout all three images, there are visible vertical lines at
roughly 45 mm and 135 mm around the circumference. These vertical lines in the reflection
scans correspond to the yellow lines within the picture on the left. The yellow lines are
MDPE while the main black pipe polymer is HDPE. Different colors and markings indicate
the different specifications and uses for the PE pipes.
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Figure 4.4 70 mm tall and full circumferential scan of a perfect butt fused joint between
two HDPE pipes. (A) Front surface reflection peak amplitude (volts). (B) Rear surface
reflection peak amplitude (volts). (C) Timing difference between front and back surface
reflected peaks (picoseconds).

Figure 4.4 shows scans of a perfect butt fused joint. This scan is where this modality
begins to fall apart. Even though this sample is considered to be a perfect joint, defects can
occur between the two faces of the pipes that are being joined together. A reflection scan
at normal incidence does not have the capability to detect or visualize defects within butt
fused joints of the polyethylene pipes, as seen in the resulting images. The main issue with
this technique is the diffuse reflection caused by the varying angles on the fusion melt bead.
These reflections make it impossible for normal incidence reflection measurements to be
used for internal joint based defects. Due to this consequence, another technique must be
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used for the NDE of butt fused joints, such as non-normal reflection measurements
combined with the use of prisms.
A 300 mm vertical scan is taken on a pipe that contained multiple defects. Four
defects are present including blunt force indents, gouges, and two sections caused by overclamping. The different defects are shown in a front surface reflection amplitude image
with their corresponding photographs in Figure 4.5. All the different defects are easily
detectable and visualized in the resulting color mapped image of the front surface reflection
amplitude.

Figure 4.5 300 mm tall and full circumferential normal incidence reflection scan of front
surface reflection peak amplitude (volts) on a MDPE pipe containing defects: blunt force
indents, gouges, and two sections caused by over-clamping outlined in red with their
corresponding photographs.

Figure 4.6 shows the front surface and inner surface reflections together. Three of
the four gouges and clamp #1 are essentially not visible in the inner surface reflection. This
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is because those defects do not affect the material at the back surface enough to be
detectable by an observable change in amplitude. Clamp #2, one of the gouges, and the
blunt force indents caused enough damage where they are detectable at the inner surface
of the pipe. The material was damaged enough where the profile of the inner surface is
affected, and the resulting amplitude varies at those locations.

Figure 4.6 300 mm tall and full circumferential normal incidence reflection scan on a
MDPE pipe containing defects: blunt force indents, gouges, and two section caused by
over-clamping. (A) Front surface reflection peak amplitude (volts). (B) Rear surface
reflection peak amplitude (volts).

Using the reflection-based images, a MATLAB code is written to create an
interactive 3D visualization model of the surface of the pipe showing the exact location of
the defects on the volume, shown in Figure 4.7. This allows for accurate location mapping
of the defects detected by the THz NDE. This approach is useful for detecting and creating
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an interactive map locating defects present on the inner surface that may not be visible
from the outside of the pipe. Using this technique, lengths of pipe could be scanned postmanufacturing and defects could be detected pre-use, eliminating the possibility of
manufacturing defects passing quality control.

Figure 4.7 3D pipe model viewed at φ=30° at various θ values based on the amplitude
measurements of the front surface THz reflection on a MDPE pipe.

4.3 Conclusions
THz NDE is shown to be a promising method for defect detection and visualization on both
MDPE and HDPE gas pipes with 4 mm wall thicknesses. Using reflection imaging,
multiple defects including cuts, scrapes, dents, and crushed sections are easily visualized
using both amplitude and timing measurements. The front surface reflections are able to
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detect all external defects on the pipes. The inner surface reflections can detect defects
severe enough to cause deformation of the inner pipe wall surface. These normal incident
reflection measurements however are not usable for joint based defects. Due to the diffuse
reflection from the melt beads, direct reflection data is unusable. Defects within joints are
not detectable using this methodology, and other setups must be explored. Also, if thicker
wall pipes were to be scanned, this system may not be able to obtain front and inner surface
reflections within the same time window due to the timing delay caused by the material.
The T-ray 5000 utilizes a 160 ps time window, meaning that to have both reflection peaks
within that window, a 4.4 cm thick pipe wall would be the max measurable thickness at a
refractive index of n=1.54.
MATALB code is written to create interactive 3D surface maps of the resulting
pipe scans, creating a new way to visualize surface level defects. These different
visualization techniques allow for accurate detection and location mapping of surface level
and thickness variation defects, while also allowing for the detection of inner surface
defects without visual inspection.
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CHAPTER 5
AMBER IMAGING AND TOMOGRAPHY

5.1 Materials and Methods
An amber sample from the Dominican Republic dated to the Miocene, roughly 16 million
years (Ma) old, is used for THz imaging, index matching material testing, THz
tomography, and 3D reconstruction. This specimen is specifically used for both its distinct
shape and present inclusions of two termite workers from the species Mastotermes
electrodominicus. For visual and THz birefringence measurements, three different amber
samples are imaged: amber from Santiago in the Dominican Republic deposited in the
Miocene (16 Ma), amber from Chiapas, Mexico also deposited during the Miocene
(16 Ma), and amber from Bcharre, Lebanon deposited during the Early Cretaceous
(119 Ma). All amber samples were provided by Dr. Phillip Barden of New Jersey Institute
of Technology (NJIT).
There were various chemicals and materials used in attempt to create an index
matching material to match that of the Dominican termite amber. Vaseline brand petroleum
jelly as well as CVS, Walgreens, and Fisher Scientific brand mineral oils were purchased
as base testing materials. Vaseline and mineral oil were chosen as base materials due to
their low attenuation in the THz frequency range, viscosity, and real index of refraction
close to that of the amber samples. Different additive powders were selected in attempt to
adjust the index matching materials refractive index. The powders, purchased from Sigma
Aldrich, include 5 µm zinc oxide powder (ZnO) (semi-conductive), 2 µm barium titanate
(IV) powder (BaTiO3) (dielectric), and 21 nm titanium oxide nano-powder (TiO2) (semi-
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conductive). All the powders have higher refractive indices than that of the mineral oil and
amber matrix. To effectively disperse these powders throughout the mineral oil, nonionic
surfactants, including Span 80 and Triton X-100, were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. To
further assist in the dispersion process, cyclohexane was also purchased. These powders,
surfactants, and chemicals were selected based on previous work performed in altering
liquids refractive indices in the THz range, characterization measurements, and creating
microemulsion and suspensions from the following references [41], [61]–[64].
Clear plastic display boxes in two sizes were purchased from TAP Plastics to be
used as index matching material vessels. These boxes allowed for the THz beam to enter
and exit the material and sample at normal incidence, minimizing refraction. These boxes,
filled with the resulting index matching materials, are attached to the T-image XY gantry
using a 3D printed mount along with a LABVIEW controlled rotation stage to image the
amber samples as shown in Figure 5.4. Tomographic images and 3D reconstructions are
created using the methodology, MATALB code shown in Appendix B, and ImageJ
software that were discussed in Section 2.4.3.
For the visual birefringence images, sheets of linear polarizing film, glass
photography polarizers, and a light box were purchased to create a visual adjustable
polarization imaging setup, shown in Figure 5.1. The linear polarizing film was cut to fit
into the light box to create a linearly polarized light source and backdrop. For the
birefringence images, the amber is placed onto the linearly polarized film while a polarizer
is attached to the digital camera, allowing for easily adjustable polarization angles.
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Figure 5.1 Linearly polarized light box and glass photography polarizers used for amber
visual birefringence measurements.

5.2 Results and Discussion
5.2.1 Refractive Index Matching Material, Imaging, and Tomography
To create an index matching material, the real refractive index of the sample must be
measured. The Dominican amber matrix was measured to have a refractive index of
n=1.581±0.003. The first attempts at using an index matching material for THz imaging
was using Vaseline. Vaseline is a combination of petroleum jelly, microcrystalline wax,
and minerals with a measured refractive index of n=1.511±0.003. The Vaseline is heated
to its melting point, poured into the plastic vessel, and the amber sample was inserted into
the liquid before it solidified. This process allows for the removal of air bubbles in the
material and allows for the liquid Vaseline to fully surround the sample. Once solidified,
the amber is imaged multiple times while being rotated at discrete angles for computed
tomography and 3D reconstruction.
The results of the imaging process using Vaseline are shown below, along with an
image of the specimen for comparison. The blur of the images is a product of the frequency
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integration range chosen for each pixel value. As the frequency increases, the effective spot
size of the beam decreases allowing for a sharper image. Also, the peak power of the THz
system is located around 225 GHz, meaning that a frequency integration around that
frequency is dominated by the lower frequencies. Figure 5.3 shows the difference in image
quality using both a frequency integration over 0.1-2 THz and 0.5-2 THz represented by
the figures contrast. A frequency integration range of 0.5-2 THz is chosen for the amber
imaging due to its increase in image sharpness without power sacrifice.

Figure 5.2 Closeup reference picture of the two termite workers in the Dominican amber
framed similarly to the frequency integration images created using the THz system.
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Figure 5.3 Frequency integration comparison of the Dominican amber specimen. (Left)
0.1-2 THz amplitude integration. (Right) 0.5-2 THz amplitude integration. Excluding the
lower frequencies that dominate the peak power of the system allows for increased
resolution.

The resulting images show the termite inclusions and the outer structure of the
amber sample. The contrast of the Vaseline background and the amber matrix is similar
but different because the real refractive indices are not a perfect match to each other
(Δn=0.07). This mismatch in real refractive index is also responsible for the “ghosting”
effect around the edges of the sample. Refraction at the edges is strong enough to cause
artifacts in the resulting images, similar to that seen in the tomography of the 3D printed
structures. Even though the image distortion, due to refraction at the edges of the sample,
is stronger within the higher frequency range, the 0.5-2 THz frequency range integration is
used for imaging of the Dominican amber sample to increase the resolution of inclusions
in the resulting images.
The sample is then rotated a set number of degrees in attempt to create tomographic
images and a 3D reconstruction using the Vaseline as the closely index matched material.
Once the imaging is complete, it was observed that the consistency of the Vaseline is not
ideal for this imaging modality. As the amber rotated, the Vaseline would stick in some
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spots and create air gaps in others. As seen in Figure 5.4, the Vaseline began to ball up
around the unsubmerged portion of the amber. As the amber was removed from the
Vaseline, it was also clear that due to the samples spoon-like shape, a specific portion of
the Vaseline was being rotated with the sample ultimately creating air bubbles and gaps in
its path, shown in Figure 5.5. These air gaps completely ruin the effectiveness of an index
matched material as the material is no longer homogeneous. Figure 5.6 is a before and after
frequency integration image of a full 360-degree rotation in the Vaseline. Comparing the
two pictures, they should look identical if no air gaps were created, but clearly that is not
the case. In attempt to fix this issue, the amber was fully submerged in a larger container
of freshly heated and solidified Vaseline. This led to similar and unusable results.

Figure 5.4 (Left) Amber sample mounted to rotation stage half submerged in Vaseline as
a refractive index matching material used for THz imaging. (Right) Showing the poor
viscosity of the Vaseline after rotation.
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Figure 5.5 Before (Left) and after (Right) images of the Dominican amber sample showing
how a large portion of Vaseline adhered to the sample’s left surface due to its spoon-like
shape causing air gaps in the Vaseline during rotation.

Figure 5.6 THz images taken before (Left) and after (Right) a full 360-degree rotation in
an attempt to use Vaseline as an index matched material for THz imaging and CT. Air gaps
became present within the material as the sample rotated effectively ruining the index
matching effect creating many artifacts in the resulting transmission image.
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Since the viscosity of the Vaseline caused it to be unusable for THz CT of the
amber, another base material for a refractive index matched liquid is chosen. Two different
brands of mineral oil, CVS and Walgreens, were purchased and their real refractive indices
are measured as n = 1.466 and n = 1.468, respectively. The Walgreens brand mineral oil
having a slightly higher refractive index is chosen as it exhibited a closer refractive index
to that of the amber, with a difference of Δn=0.113±0.006. Preliminary scans are taken
using the Walgreens brand mineral oil until upon further inspection, it contained Vitamin
E added as a stabilizer. This added ingredient was increasing the attenuation of the liquid:
the exact opposite of what is needed for an index matching liquid. Fisher Scientific brand
pure mineral oil was purchased and characterized as n=1.462.
Before imaging the Dominican amber in the mineral oil, a spare amber sample was
placed in the mineral oil for 24 hours. No change in mass was observed, the amber had no
visual surface defects, and the mineral oil was easily removed using isopropyl alcohol.
Knowing that the mineral oil will not affect the amber, the Dominican amber was imaged
once again.

Figure 5.7 Comparison of 0.5-2 THz frequency range integration images of the amber
sample before (Left) and after (Right) a 360-degree spin in Fisher Scientific pure mineral
oil. No differences are observed.
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As seen in Figure 5.7, the mineral oil worked very well as an index matched
material, and even after a full rotation, because of its viscosity, did not create any air gaps
or bubbles around the amber sample. There were little to no visual differences in the images
pre (Left) and post (Right) rotation.
Using the full 360 degree set of transmission images, a set of sinograms and
tomographic images are created using the MATLAB code. The tomographic images are
turned into a 3D reconstruction of the amber, shown in Figure 5.8, using the Volume
Viewer plugin in ImageJ. Below is a comparison of the 3D reconstruction and an image of
the amber from the same angle. The 3D image shows an accurate structural reconstruction
with fairly accurate edge detection. In the lower middle portion of the reconstruction, the
different shade of orange is due to that portion of the reconstruction being cut off due to
limited scan size, as well as the left and right lower edge. When the resulting sinograms of
a scan are put into the inverse Radon transformation, the resulting image becomes truncated
at the edges depending on the discrete angles between projection measurements. The
horizontal scan length during imaging should have been larger for a full reconstruction in
both the X and Y directions, resulting in a complete reconstruction of the structure. There
is a clear improvement in the shape of the reconstruction compared to that of the 3D printed
tier stacked structure, thanks to the use of the index matching material, increased scan
resolution, and more accurate centering of the sample within the horizontal scan axis.
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Figure 5.8 3D reconstruction (Left) and picture (Right) of the Dominican amber sample.
3D reconstruction shows good outer edge detection. The lower middle portion (lighter
orange) of the reconstruction is incomplete due to small scan size.

In attempt to image the inclusions separately, adjustments to the luminance of the
transfer function within the 3D reconstruction, more of the internal structure was able to
be imaged. Shown in Figure 5.9, the reconstruction with the adjusted luminance values,
allows for visualization of different parts of the internal structure. The lower termite has
been completely loss due to the high amount of refraction on that part of the amber due to
a combination of a mismatch in the refractive index as well as the rounded shape of the
amber creating a non-normal reflection at that location, seen in the side profile. This does
show a partial reconstruction of the upper termite, specifically the head, that may be caused
due to the increased density within. There is a lighter region of decreased refraction in the
upper portion of the sample surrounding the upper termite due to parallel faces of the
sample within that region allowing for close-to-normal incidences reflection
measurements.
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Figure 5.9 3D reconstruction of the Dominican amber sample with adjusted transfer
function luminance allowing for internal structure observation. (Left) Front profile. (Right)
Side profile.

Since there was still a substantial difference in the refractive indices of the amber
and mineral oil, a closer index matching material needed to be used to decrease the
refraction effects. In attempt to create a closer index matched liquid to that of the amber,
two batches of index matching fluid were created. The first was a 4 % w/w TiO2
concentration comprised of 1 g of TiO2, 1 g of Triton X-100, and 23 g of mineral oil. The
second was a 4 % w/w BaTiO3 concentration comprised of 1 g of BaTiO3, 1 g of Triton X100, and 23 g of mineral oil. The Triton was bar stirred in the mineral oil for five minutes
before the powders were bar stirred in for an additional ten minutes. Since these powders
were on the µm scale, probe sonication was suggested and implemented. The suspensions
were characterized before and after the pulsed probe sonication with the refractive index
and attenuation results shown in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1 Real Refractive Indices and Attenuation Comparison of Pure Mineral Oil and
Mineral Oil Powder Suspensions Before and After Probe Sonication
Composition

Real Refractive
Index (n)
Pure Fisher Mineral oil 1.462
4% TiO2
1.504
4% TiO2 (Sonicated)
1.480
4% BaTiO3
1.487
4% BaTiO3 (Sonicated) 1.479

Attenuation (cm-1)
at 225 GHz
1.357 (noise)
14.59
23.74
18.20
29.51

Attenuation (cm-1)
at 500 GHz
2.129 (noise)
54.72
47.42
63.24
54.38

Note: There were large Fabry-Pérot oscillations in the attenuation measurements. The (noise) label indicates
that these oscillations caused major changes in the attenuation observed within a short frequency range
around the given frequency.

The real refractive indices were frequency independent for each measurement. As
seen in the table, there was a clear refractive index increase in both mixtures compared to
pure mineral oil. Sonication caused a decrease in the refractive index while also almost
doubling the attenuation of the liquid at the lower frequencies where the peak power of the
THz system is located. The sonication method used greatly increased the temperature of
the mineral oil, decreasing its viscosity. This caused the powder to move to the outside
edges of the container and begin to clump and create a layer of powder as opposed to evenly
disperse it throughout the mineral oil, even with the use of the surfactant. This condensed
powder is the cause for the decrease in refractive index and increase in absorption because
the powder is no longer homogeneously dispersed throughout the mineral oil.
There was suspicion that the major increase in attenuation was due to the choice
and amount of surfactant used to disperse the powder particles. The surfactants needed to
be characterized to make sure that they were not the dominating factor. Triton X-100’s
attenuation was too high to measure by itself so a 10 % mixture with mineral oil was
prepared and measured. Span 80 was also characterized and compared to pure mineral oil
in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2 Real Refractive Indices and Attenuation Comparison of Pure Mineral Oil, Triton
X-100, and Span 80
Composition
Pure Fisher Mineral oil
10 % Triton X-100
Span 80

Real Refractive
Index (n)
1.462
1.469
1.534

Attenuation (cm-1)
at 225 GHz
1.357 (noise)
13.71
100.9

Attenuation (cm-1)
at 500 GHz
2.129 (noise)
29.45
289.9

Note: There were large Fabry-Pérot oscillations in the attenuation measurements. The (noise) label indicates
that these oscillations caused major changes in the attenuation observed within a short frequency range
around the given frequency.

The Triton X-100 had very little effect on the refractive index but did increase the
attenuation by an order of magnitude. Span 80, since it was not in a mixture of mineral oil,
showed a very high attenuation and slight increase in refractive index compared to pure
mineral oil. Triton X-100 was concluded to be the better option as it did not alter the
refractive index as much, allowing for the powder ratio to be dominant in the refractive
index alteration. It was also concluded that as little surfactant as possible would be used to
keep attenuation at a minimum in the resulting mixture. BaTiO3 was abandoned as a
powder additive as 20 minutes after mixing was completed, separation of the powder from
the mineral oil began. After 18 hours post-stirring, the BaTiO3 was almost completely
separated from the mineral oil. This is because BaTiO3 is a polar ferroelectric material and
mineral oil is nonpolar, causing quick separation.
In attempt to disperse the surfactant over the powder more uniformly, cyclohexane
was added to the solutions during the stirring process. ZnO powder solutions were also
mixed and characterized. Based on the previous results, half the volume percentage of
surfactant was used. 2.5 % ZnO and 2.5 % TiO2 mixtures were made. The powder, Triton
X-100, and cyclohexane were first bar stirrer for ten minutes before the mineral oil was
added. They were then bar stirred for three hours on low heat allowing the cyclohexane to
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evaporate. After characterization was performed, TiO2 was determined to be the optimal
powder due to the increase in refractive index and moderate increase in attenuation.
Another 3.3 % TiO2 mixture was made and characterized in attempt to closely match the
refractive index of the amber, all shown in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3 Real Refractive Indices and Attenuation Comparison of Mineral Oil, ZnO, and
TiO2 Powder Suspensions
Composition Real Refractive
Index (n)
2.5 % ZnO
1.495
2.5 % TiO2
1.549
3.3 % TiO2
1.592

Attenuation (cm-1)
at 225 GHz
14.17
11.59
15.52

Attenuation (cm-1)
at 500 GHz
27.18
29.28
39.47

Note: Mixtures made using cyclohexane to assist in surfactant dispersion onto the powder particles.

The 3.3 % TiO2 mixture had the closest refractive index to the amber yet at n=1.592.
Using this index matched mixture, transmission images were taken and the resulting power
integration images from 0.5-2 THz are shown below in Figure 5.10. By adjusting the
integration result boundaries, the termite structures were able to be separated from the
amber matrix resulting in a fairly well-defined outline of the inclusions.

Figure 5.10 (Left) Transmission power integration image over 0.5-2 THz of the termite
inclusions submerged in a 3.3 % TiO2 mineral oil real refractive index matched fluid.
(Middle) Overlap showing termite outlines. (Right) Amber image.
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Post imaging the powder began to separate from the mineral oil once again. These
mixtures, even though adjustable refractive index was obtained, still had substantial
absorption, and quickly began to separate post stirring. A mixture that changes composition
over short periods of time is unsuitable for the long measurements needed for tomography
and 3D reconstruction. Attempts at making a perfectly matched refractive index fluid using
powders were abandoned and the possible solution of purchasing premade adjustable
refractive index fluids was proposed.
5.2.2 Visual and THz Birefringence Images
Since we know that amber is a photoelastic material, visual birefringence images can assist
in determining the locations of various inclusions or detect areas of varying stress induced
within the amber during its creation and polymerization process. Two samples, Dominican
and Mexican Chiapas amber, were imaged using the polarized light setup mentioned
previously. Three different images were taken for each, all shown in Figure 5.11. First,
denoted by (A), the linearly polarized light source was placed behind the amber. Images
denoted by (B) were taken using the linearly polarized light source as well as a linearly
polarized camera lens in parallel. Images denoted by (C) were taken using crossed linear
polarizers. Visualization of the birefringence in the structure using crossed polarizers is
clear as the only light that reaches the camera has changed polarization due to the
birefringence within the material, hence the strongest variations in color. The variations in
color represent the varying levels of stresses within the amber.
Using this techniques, areas of highly localized stress are observed. In the
Dominican amber, the inorganic inclusions are outlined in color variations due to the
localized stresses induced during the amber’s extrusion and polymerization process. The
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Mexican Chiapas amber has similar areas of localized birefringence but at a much stronger
level, denoted by the stronger color and contrast variation. The Chiapas amber seems to
have multiple levels of birefringence throughout the structure. When the sample is rotated,
the color variations rapidly change depending on the angle of observation.

Figure 5.11 Visual Polarization Images of Dominican (Top) and Mexican Chiapas
(Bottom) amber. (A) Using a vertically linear polarized light source behind the amber. (B)
Using a linear polarized lens parallel to the polarized light source (C) Using a linear
polarized lens perpendicular (crossed) to the polarized light source.

One amber specimen showed something that the other samples did not. If a sample
had a uniaxial stress throughout, and under the assumption that the stress is in the plane
perpendicular to the propagation of the polarized visible light, no polarization change
would be observed when that stress direction is oriented either parallel or perpendicular to
the direction of that linear polarization. Upon observation, the light through the sample is
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blocked at two specific rotation angles by the second crossed linear polarizer due to the
lack of polarization rotation. In theory, the two rotation angles at which the minimum light
transmission is present are orthogonal if these conditions are met.

Figure 5.12 Lebanese amber sample held within a rotation stage used for visual and THz
birefringence imaging and measurements.

The Lebanese sample met these conditions and was placed in a rotation mount
shown in Figure 5.12. In Figure 5.13, (A) shows a visible photoelastic image of the amber
sample at an angle that is not parallel or perpendicular to the direction of the stress, showing
the resulting birefringence. Images (B) and (C) show the resulting angles corresponding
to minimum polarization rotation. Using the sample's flattest side as a reference, the
angular orientation of the sample relative to the vertical polarization was measured using
ImageJ. The first rotation angle for minimum birefringence was found to be approximately
24.9 ° from vertical, while the second angle for minimum birefringence was approximately
114.4 ° from vertical: making the difference 89.5 ° between the two angles. The
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measurements strongly align with the expectation that the two rotation angles
corresponding to minimum polarization rotation should be 90° apart, illustrating that the
two principal directions of stress in this sample are orthogonal.

Figure 5.13 Visual birefringence images of the Lebanese amber specimen. (A) Crossed
polarization image showing birefringence at an arbitrary angle. (B) Image showing
minimum transmission at θ=24.9 ° from vertical. (C) Image showing minimum
transmission at θ=114.4 ° from vertical.

To compare to the visual measurements, as well as confirm the methodology
described in Subsection 2.4.2.1 on determining the birefringence magnitude and stress
direction within a material, birefringence measurements were taken using the THz system.
Using a MATLAB code written by Dr. John Federici of NJIT, shown in Appendix D, the
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change in real refractive index between polarizations (Δn), thickness variations within the
sample, and the resulting direction of stress (φ) could be extracted from the reflection data
by measuring the reflected pulses at three polarization angles: θ=0, θ=𝜋/2, and θ=𝜋/4. A
small block of extruded PE with uniform thickness, previously measured to have a
birefringence due to its manufacturing process, was imaged at two different rotational
orientations.

Figure 5.14 Stress direction determination on an extruded PE block. (A) Image of the block
held in a mount. (B) Horizontal scan showing average resulting stress direction as ϕ=41.1 °
from horizontal. (C) PE block rotated 90 ° CW, vertical scan showing average resulting
stress direction as ϕ=-51.7 ° from horizontal.

Shown in Figure 5.14, the direction of stress within the material was successfully
calculated. The PE block was first imaged horizontally, and the average stress direction, or
birefringence, was calculated to be ϕ=41.1 ° from horizontal. The block was then rotated
90 ° clockwise and imaged again. The resulting average stress direction in the vertical scan
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was calculated to be ϕ=-51.7 ° from horizontal. This means that the experimentally
measured direction of stress was observed to rotate by just about 90 ° when the sample was
physically rotated by 90 ° in the experimental setup: a successful demonstration of stress
direction determination. The four yellow pixels in Figure 5.13C are likely caused by the
method used to extract the angles and are effectively rotated 180 ° from their true value
since alternating stress directions can be interchanged. Adding 180 ° to these pixels would
correct their value. It is also important to note that the thickness variations and Δn
calculations between rotations had very small differences, as expected.
Using this data as a confirmation of methodology, the Lebanese sample was then
imaged. To compare to the visual measurement’s minimum transmission angles, the
sample was scanned at two angles 90 ° relative to each other. Theoretically, the resulting
direction of stress should change by 90 ° like seen in the visual measurements and the
measurements taken on the PE block. The results for the Lebanese amber sample are shown
below. Figure 5.15 shows the Δn measurements between the θ=0 and θ=𝜋/2 polarization
angles across the sample pre and post a 90 ° rotation. Little to no differences are shown as
expected. Figure 5.16 shows the thickness variation across the sample. This shows that the
measurement was not consistent when the sample was rotated, clearly indicated by the
greatly varying thickness values in the right side of the post rotation scan. Figure 5.17
shows the angle of stress (ϕ) pre and post rotation. The stress angle results were not
consistent, meaning they did not rotate as expected with the sample when it was rotated
90 ° clockwise.
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Figure 5.15 Birefringence (Δn) between the θ=0 and θ=𝜋/2 polarization angles pre (Left)
and post (Right) a 90 ° rotation. Little to no difference shown.

Figure 5.16 Sample thickness variations pre (Left) and post (Right) a 90 ° rotation. Some
similarities are shown, but overall inconsistent results.

Figure 5.17 Stress angle (ϕ) measurements pre (Left) and post (Right) a 90 ° rotation. No
clear 90 ° rotation of φ is observed.
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Due to the lack of consistency, mainly in the thickness and stress angle
measurements, the images were retaken on the sample at two different angles than the first
measurements. The results are shown in the figures below.

Figure 5.18 Birefringence (Δn) between the θ=0 and θ=𝜋/2 polarization angles pre (Left)
and post (Right) a 90 ° rotation. Similarities are shown. Striations of varying refractive
index are visible.

Figure 5.19 Sample thickness variations pre (Left) and post (Right) a 90 ° rotation.
Similarities are shown.
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Figure 5.20 Stress angle (ϕ) measurements pre (Left) and post (Right) a 90 ° rotation. No
clear 90 ° rotation of φ is observed.

The second round of tests shows different, but similarly flawed results. The
birefringence magnitude (Δn) images were similar pre and post rotation, while also
showing clear striations of refractive index variation throughout the sample. The thickness
variations were also similar when rotated, an improvement over the first set of images.
Unfortunately, the stress angle measurements still could not verify a 90 ° change when
rotated. These inconsistencies with the original expectations for the experiment show that
there is some flaw located in either the way the experiment was conducted, or with the
original expectations based on the visual birefringence measurements.

5.3 Conclusions
THz imaging has been shown as an effective method and proof of concept for inclusion
detection and NDE of amber. THz NDE does not require the removal of any encompassing
opaque matrix to visually inspect for important or valuable inclusions within the specimen,
eliminating the possibility of damaging the inclusion while also reducing the time needed
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for detection. Index matching materials have been shown to aid in the imaging process of
amber, allowing for visual inclusion separation from the surrounding amber matrix without
having to physically alter the specimen. Vaseline was deemed unusable, while mineral oil
is a plausible base material for an index matched material if powder separation could be
handled properly.
THz CT has also been shown to be a plausible method for structural and inclusion
visualization. Similar conclusions to that of the 3D printed structure reconstructions have
been made. FBP assumes that all THz beams travel straight through the sample into the
receiver in a perfectly parallel beam projection. Even though the refractive index matching
material helps to reduce the refraction, the boundaries of the inclusions still cause
refraction, damaging the parallel beam assumption. Smaller step sizes in the
reconstructions were used compared to the 3D printed structures which did help structural
reconstruction, but at the cost of time. It was concluded that for THz tomography to be
useful for THz NDE of amber specimen, mainly due to the refractive nature of the
polymers, the combination of corrective algorithms and different reconstruction methods
besides standard FBP need to be implemented, just like as with 3D printed structures.
Since amber is a photoelastic material, the birefringence within was able to be
visually imaged, showing the varying levels of stress within the material. Visual
birefringence measurements can be effectively used for finding highly localized regions of
stress within the material, while simultaneously locating inclusions within the matrix.
Depending on the stress plane, it was shown that stress direction can be visually determined
within a sample by comparing the amount of light transmitted through the sample using
crossed linear polarizers. The Lebanese amber showed two angles corresponding to
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minimum transmission, related to the stress direction. If the original orientation of the
sample was noted and compared to this result, further insight on the extrusion and origin
of the amber could be determined.
In attempt to determine stress direction within a material, a proof of concept was
performed using an extruded block of PE. Birefringence, thickness variation, and stress
angle maps were successfully created. Similar measurements were taken on the Lebanese
amber sample in attempt to recreate the visual birefringence measurements minimum
transmission angles. Consistent refractive index variation as well as thickness variation
maps of the amber were created but the stress angle change was not consistent with the
sample rotation. The idea that the birefringence should follow when a material is rotated
90 ° could only be true for certain materials, such as uniformly extruded polymer
structures. Just as plausible, it could be a coincidence that the behavior was found in the
PE bock. While these measurements worked accurately with the PE block, amber has a
much less uniform stress distribution: containing varying layers and imperfections within.
The variations in stress direction while the THz pulse transmits through the layers, may be
interpreted differently depending on the angle. If the sample face is not perfectly
perpendicular to the incoming pulse pre rotation, post rotation the pulse may interacting
with the various regions differently, resulting in an inconsistent angle calculation. The
inconsistencies presented show that there is some flaw located in either the experiment,
sample, or with the original expectations and approach.
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CHAPTER 6
OVERALL CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Many different conclusions and contributions have been made for using THz spectroscopy
and imaging as a useful and effective method for the NDE of various polymer structures
both mechanically and naturally extruded. Variation in the printing parameters of 3D
printed structures were shown to alter the resulting THz refractive index, attenuation
coefficient, and birefringence of the structure and these variations need to be accounted for
when printing optical based THz components. Nozzle size and layer height are not
correlated to changes in refractive index and attenuation coefficient but did alter the
birefringence of the structure. Print orientation has a measurable effect on all three optical
properties and should aways be taken into consideration during the FDM 3D printing
process.
For creating tomographic images and 3D reconstructions of 3D printed structures
using THz imaging, different aspects must be considered. FBP assumes that all THz beams
travel straight through the sample into the receiver in a perfectly parallel beam projection
and that THz source has an infinitely small focal point. Since this is not true in the case of
THz CT, mainly due to the strong refraction and material boundaries that are encountered
as the THz beam transmits through the structure being scanned, unlike methods that do not
experience strong refraction, the combination of corrective algorithms and different
reconstruction methods besides standard FBP need to be implemented.
THz spectroscopy has been proven as a method of electromagnetic response NDE
for printed ceramics. It was shown that in the specifically used samples, as the sintering
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temperature was increased, the relative permittivity of the material increased as well, while
being non-dispersive over a relatively large frequency range. It was also shown that this
type of ceramic structure’s final size is dependent on maximum sintering temperature due
to isotropic volumetric shrinkage which must be accounted for in the structural design. THz
imaging was used to observe linear striation defects, confirmed as print head misalignment,
and full-length cracks within the samples, confirming real flaw detection using THz as a
manufacturing and structural quality NDE method.
THz NDE has been shown to be a promising method for defect detection and
visualization on both MDPE and HDPE gas pipes. Reflection imaging was used to show
defects including cuts, scrapes, dents, and crushed sections using both amplitude and
timing measurements. A MATLAB code, shown in Appendix C, was written to create
interactive 3D maps of the resulting pipe scans. These visualization techniques allow for
accurate detection and location mapping of surface level and thickness variation defects,
while also allowing for the detection of inner surface defects unlike visual inspection.
THz imaging has been shown as an effective method and proof of concept for
inclusion detection and NDE of amber by imaging inclusions within an amber specimen.
Index matching materials have been shown to aid in the imaging process of amber,
allowing for visual inclusion separation from the surrounding amber matrix. THz CT has
also been shown to be a plausible method for structural and inclusion visualization, but
with similar conclusions to that of the 3D printed structure reconstructions, that a
combination of corrective algorithms and different reconstruction methods besides
standard FBP need to be implemented.
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Visual birefringence images were taken on amber samples. Resulting images
showed the varying levels of stress within the material while also outlining highly localized
regions of stress surrounding inclusions. Planar stress direction can be visually determined
within a sample by comparing the amount of light transmitted through the sample using
crossed linear polarizers. Using this result, further insight on the extrusion and origin of
the amber could be determined.
A proof of concept was performed using an extruded block of PE by determining
its birefringence, thickness variation, and average angle of stress within the material.
Similar measurements were taken on a Lebanese amber sample in attempt to recreate the
visual birefringence measurements minimum transmission angles. Consistent refractive
index variation as well as thickness variation maps of the amber were created but the stress
angle change was not consistent with the sample rotation. The inconsistencies presented
show that there is some flaw located in either the experiment, sample, or with the original
expectations and approach for stress angle determination.

6.1 Future Work
For the continuation of using THz NDE on 3D printed structures, based on the results using
the T-ray 5000 system, the combination of corrective algorithms and different
reconstruction methods besides standard FBP need to be implemented. Previously created
methods of multipeak averaging as well as correction algorithms for beam steering and
Fresnel reflections

should be applied [13], [14]. ART’s and SART’s, even though

requiring more time and computational power, seem to be the next appropriate step in
applying THz CT to 3D printed structures, as they have been shown useful on other
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structures and materials, while also incorporating refraction corrections [60]. The
corrections and alternate reconstruction methods could also be applied to amber samples,
as similar difficulties in reconstruction were shown. Also, further inquiry into the effect of
surface roughness on THz characteristic measurements should be made. Depending on how
a sample in printed, the surface roughness may change, and this may cause distinguishable
changes in spectroscopic characteristics of the resulting structure. This is shown to cause a
drop off in the sample’s refractive indices below 200 GHz, so there may be other associated
effects that should be investigated.
For the continuation of gas pipe NDE, the reflection data for imaging pipe defects
could be normalized to the amplitude data in such a way that the different defects could be
characterized by their severity. The depth of the indents and gouges, the surface roughness,
and the thickness of the pipe wall could effectively be extracted from the resulting data
using parameters of the pipe such as pre-defect thickness and material refractive index. In
the 3D pipe reconstruction using the reflection peaks, creating a model where the front
surface reflection is shown on the outside and the inner reflection data is shown on the
inside with the appropriate pipe thickness would be an extremely valuable tool for accurate
defect location and mapping. Using spectroscopic characteristics of the pipe instead of
waveform attributes should be explored. Birefringence measurements on the gas pipes may
be a helpful tool in creating stress maps of the pipes and show variations in the extrusions
not seen visually as well.
For continuation of the NDE of amber, creating a perfectly matched refractive index
liquid would allow for better inclusion separation. Creation of a perfectly matched liquid
by mixing different nonpolar liquids, as opposed to mixing in powders, would be ideal as
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the possibility for separation of materials after a short time is reduced. Quantification of
the visual birefringence amber measurements should be performed. For how quickly visual
birefringence images can be taken for transparent amber samples, a MATLAB code could
be written to effectively quantify the resulting colors, giving meaning to the color variation
and strength. Lastly, further testing of the stress direction determination methodology could
be performed. With the initial test on the extruded PE block working so well, there seems
to be a very useful application for THz NDE within those measurements.
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APPENDIX A
MATLAB CODE FOR THZ SPECTROSCOPY
CHARACTERISTIC CALCULATIONS

Appendix A is the MATLAB code used to calculate and plot the time domain, frequency
domain, phase information, refractive index, and attenuation coefficient using THz
waveform data.

%Opens the 3 files needed for calculations (reference & background)
[file1, folder1] = uigetfile(‘FileLocation','Import Reference File');
[file3, folder3] = uigetfile(‘File Location','Import Background File');
%Creates name for reference, opens file, and creates data vectors.
FileName1 = file1;
TempFileName = fullfile(folder1, file1);
fid = fopen(TempFileName);
data=textscan(fid, '%f%f%*s%*s%*s%*s%*s%*s%*s%[^\n\r]',
'Delimiter','\t','headerlines', 5, 'ReturnOnError', false);
fclose(fid);
timeR=transpose(data{1});
voltageR=transpose(data{2});
%Creates name for background, opens file, and creates data vectors.
FileName3 = file3;
TempFileName = fullfile(folder3, file3);
fid = fopen(TempFileName);
data2=textscan(fid, '%f%f%*s%*s%*s%*s%*s%*s%*s%[^\n\r]', 'Delimiter',
'\t','headerlines', 5, 'ReturnOnError', false);
fclose(fid);
timeB=transpose(data2{1});
voltageB=transpose(data2{2});
c = 299792458; %speed of light in m/s
% Creates figure window for all the plots
figure1= figure('position', [0 0 1600 1000]);
%Subtracts the background data from the reference data to normalize..
voltageR = voltageR - voltageB;
a=1; d=1; answer2=1;
while answer2==1;
for b=1:3
[file2, folder2] = uigetfile('File Location','Import Object File');
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%Creates name for object data, opens file, and creates data vectors.
FileName2 = file2;
TempFileName = fullfile(folder2, file2);
fid = fopen(TempFileName);
data1=textscan(fid, '%f%f%*s%*s%*s%*s%*s%*s%*s%[^\n\r]', 'Delimiter',
'\t','headerlines', 5, 'ReturnOnError', false);
fclose(fid);
timeS=transpose(data1{1});
voltageS=transpose(data1{2});
%Subtracts the background data from the object data to normalize
voltageS = voltageS - voltageB;
%Prompts for thickness of sample
answer = inputdlg('What is thickness of sample in mm?','Sample
Thickness (mm)');
Thickness = str2num(answer{1})*.001;
%Plots Time Domain
subplot(3,2,1); plot(timeR,voltageR,timeS,voltageS), title 'Time
Domain'; legend('Reference','Sample');
xlabel('time window (ps)', 'FontSize', 7); ylabel('Voltage (V)',
'FontSize', 7);
%Creates Frequency Domian
freqInterval = 0:0.00625:5; %Creates frequency range based on interval
thzScale = 5; %Change this number to display data from 0-thzScale THz
nthz = thzScale/0.00625;
freq = freqInterval(1:nthz); %truncates data up to nthz
val1 = abs(fft(voltageR)); %val1 is a placeholder (Sample)
val2 = real(val1(1:nthz)); %val2 is real values of amp in freq domain
val3 = abs(fft(voltageS)); %val1 is a placeholder (Reference)
val4 = real(val3(1:nthz)); %val4 is real values of amp in freq domain
%Plots frequency domain waveforms
subplot(3,2,2); semilogy(freq,val2), title 'Frequency Domain'; hold on;
axis tight
xlabel('Frequency (THz)', 'FontSize', 7); ylabel('Amplitude (log
scale)', 'FontSize', 7);
semilogy(freq, val4);
legend('Reference','Sample',"location", "best");
hold off;
%---------------------------------------------------------------------%Data Calculations begin below this line
%Phase Information
phaseTEMP = unwrap(angle(fft(voltageR)));
%phase angle of reference (unwrapped)
phaseR=transpose(phaseTEMP(1:nthz));
%only keep data for plotting from 0-nTHz
phaseTEMP = unwrap(angle(fft(voltageS)));
%phase angle of sample (unwrapped)
phaseS=transpose(phaseTEMP(1:nthz));
%only keep data for plotting from 0-nTHz
PhaseDifference=transpose(phaseR-phaseS);
%calculates difference between phases & transposes the data
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PhaseDiffSlope = polyfit(freq(40:80),PhaseDifference(40:80),1);
%calculates slope of difference
IdealSlope = freq*PhaseDiffSlope(1);
%ideal line approaching 0 using slope of phase difference
PhaseDiffAvg = mean(PhaseDifference(40:80));
IdealSlopeAvg = mean(IdealSlope(40:80));
if PhaseDiffAvg<IdealSlopeAvg
%adds/subtracts slope adjustment if phase diff doesnt approach 0
SlopeAdjustment = (IdealSlopeAvg-PhaseDiffAvg)/pi;
SlopeAdjustment = round(SlopeAdjustment);
PhaseDifference = PhaseDifference+(SlopeAdjustment*pi);
else
SlopeAdjustment = (IdealSlopeAvg-PhaseDiffAvg)/pi;
SlopeAdjustment = round(SlopeAdjustment);
PhaseDifference = PhaseDifference-(SlopeAdjustment*pi);
end
%Plots the phase info
subplot(3,2,4); plot(freq,phaseR), title 'Phase Information'; hold on;
axis tight
plot(freq,phaseS);
plot(freq,PhaseDifference);
plot(freq,IdealSlope);
xlabel('Frequency (THz)', 'FontSize', 7); ylabel('Phase Angle
(radians)', 'FontSize', 7);
legend('Reference','Sample', 'Phase Difference', 'Ideal Slope',
"location", "best");
hold off;

%Real Refractive Index
nreal=1+(PhaseDifference.*c)./(2*pi*Thickness*freq.*10^(12));
%calculates nreal in frequency domain
subplot(3,2,3); plot(freq,nreal), title 'Real Refractive Index';
%plots nreal
xlabel('Frequency (THz)', 'FontSize', 7); ylabel('Real Index (n)',
'FontSize', 7);
legend('Real Index',"location", "best");
%Absorbance (negative log of transmittance)
MagA=log(abs(fft(voltageR))./abs(fft(voltageS)));
%Calculates the magnitude of absorbance
MagA=MagA(1:nthz); %truncate data so only upto n THz.
subplot(3,2,5); plot(freq,MagA), title 'Absorbance (Magnitude)';
%plots Magnitude of absorbance versus frequency
xlabel('Frequency (THz)', 'FontSize', 7); ylabel('Amplitude',
'FontSize', 7);
legend('Absorbance',"location", "best");
axis tight
%Attenuation Coefficient
t12=2./(1+nreal);
%transmission coefficient from air into material, normal incidence
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t21=2*nreal./(nreal+1);
%transmission coefficient from material into air, normal incidence
%correct measured absorbance for fresnel reflection losses
temp=abs(fft(voltageS))./abs(fft(voltageR));
%Calculate the magnitude of absorbance creates matrix of averaged
values from 3 data points
temp1=temp(1:nthz); % truncate data so only up to n THz.
MagACorr=-log((temp1)./(t12.*t21))./Thickness;
subplot(3,2,6); plot(freq,MagACorr), title 'Attenuation Coefficient';
axis tight
xlabel('Frequency (THz)', 'FontSize', 7); ylabel('Amplitude',
'FontSize', 7);
legend('Attenaution Coeff',"location", "best");
allIndices(a,:) = nreal(1,:);
allAbsorbance(a,:) = MagA(1,:);
allAttenuation(a,:) = MagACorr(1,:);
allPhaseDiff(a,:) = PhaseDifference(1,:);
a=a+1;
end
%Creates matrix of averaged values from 3 data points
allIndices(a,:)=(allIndices(a-1,:)+allIndices(a-2,:)+allIndices(a3,:))/3;
avgIndices(d,:)= allIndices(a,:);
allAbsorbance(a,:)=(allAbsorbance(a-1,:)+allAbsorbance(a2,:)+allAbsorbance(a-3,:))/3;
avgAbsorbance(d,:)= allAbsorbance(a,:);
allAttenuation(a,:)=(allAttenuation(a-1,:)+allAttenuation(a2,:)+allAttenuation(a-3,:))/3;
avgAttenuation(d,:)= allAttenuation(a,:);
allPhaseDiff(a,:)=(allPhaseDiff(a-1,:)+allPhaseDiff(a2,:)+allPhaseDiff(a-3,:))/3;
avgPhaseDiff(d,:)= allPhaseDiff(a,:);
a=a+1; d=d+1;
answer2 = inputdlg('Another Sample? 1=Y, 2=N');
answer2 = str2num(answer2{1});
end
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APPENDIX B
MATLAB CODE TO CREATE TOMOGRAPHIC
IMAGES BASED ON 2D THZ IMAGES

Appendix B is the MATLAB code used to create tomographic images from 2D Thz
images taken at a series of individual angles around a sample. The output is a series of
images depending on the number of horizontal scans performed.

%Code assumes that picoimages are x-y 2D images at FIXED angle of
sample and sample is rotated about the y axis.
%Center of rotation is center of x axis of 2D array.
%All the picoimage files in the directory are a fixed angular spacing
apart.
FilterSpec='File Location';
prompt='What is the File Name of the picoimage for the first rotation
angle?';
[FName,FPathName,FilterIndex] = uigetfile(FilterSpec,prompt);
initFileNum=sscanf(FName,'%d'); % initial file number (in case file
number doesnot strate at zero
FName=[FPathName,FName];
folder2=strcat(FPathName,'*.picoimage');
NpicoImageFiles=length(dir(folder2));
%number of picoimage files in directory
DeltaTheta=360/NpicoImageFiles; % angular rotation between picoimages
%change lines below depending on analysis methoc
deltanu=1/160; % frequency interval in THz.
fmin=round(0.5/deltanu); % index of lowest THz frequency for analysis
fmax=round(2.0/deltanu);% index of lowest THz frequency for analysis
for itheta=initFileNum:initFileNum+NpicoImageFiles-1
FName=sprintf('%d.picoimage',itheta);% file name for picoimage file
FName=[FPathName,FName]; % complete path name
[Step,Scan,wfm,PicoIm] = read_picoimage_file(FName);
%read picoimage data
if itheta==initFileNum % if first time through loop, allocate array
AllSlices=zeros(Step.NumPix,Scan.NumPix,NpicoImageFiles);
end
disp(FName)
for i=1:Step.NumPix
for j=1:Scan.NumPix
voltage=wfm((i-1)*Scan.NumPix+j,:);
%waveform at this pixel
magS=abs(fft(voltage)); % magnitude of FFT
myImage(i,j)=mean(magS(fmin:fmax));
%image corresponding to E strength in freq band.
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end
end
AllSlices(:,:,itheta)=myImage;
%save 2D x-y image of data based on analysis of each pixel
imagesc(myImage); % display x-y image as processed for each theta
pause(0.1);
%pause so that you get 'movie' of the images as they display
end
yNum=size(AllSlices,1); %number of y positions
path=uigetdir('*.txt'); %choose directory in which to store image data
for 'stack' structure in FIJI
fnamelist=[path,'\test.txt']; % name of file which will be LIST of
filenames. Each file name is a SLICE in the image
fileID = fopen(fnamelist,'w'); % open file which is the LIST of
filenames
for iy=1:yNum
temp=AllSlices(iy,:,:);
%select out projection data for specific y position
mydata=reshape(temp,size(AllSlices,2),size(AllSlices,3));
myRecon=iradon(mydata,DeltaTheta);
%inverse radon transformation assuming DeltaTheta rotation angle
imagesc(myRecon);
%plot slice so that you can see 'movie' of slices
pause(0.1);
%pause so that you get 'movie' of the images as they display
formatSpec='slice%d.txt';
slicename=sprintf(formatSpec,iy); % create file name of slice
myName=[path,'\',slicename]; % complete path to the file
writematrix(myRecon,myName);
%write the reconstructed image data to the file.
formatSpec='%s\n';
fprintf(fileID,formatSpec,myName);
%Print list of file path locations
end
fclose(fileID); % close file containing list of file path locations
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APPENDIX C
MATLAB CODE TO CREATE IMAGES
FROM PIPE REFLECTION DATA

Appendix C is the MATLAB code used to create and display images and renders of
polyethylene gas pipes by combining multiple vertical scans at discrete angles along the
length of pipe.

%TubeScan scans the tube data
prompt = {'How many SCANS are there?','What is the first number of the
SCAN?','What is the variable number? (OP0#)', 'How tall was the
verticle scan? (mm)','Pipe Diameter? (mm)','Degrees in each
rotation?'};
addpath(pwd) %add the working directory
title = 'Inputs'; dims = [1 50];
definput = {'360','1','2','300','58','1'}; %format of current files
answers = inputdlg(prompt,title,dims,definput);
answers = str2num(char(answers)); %#ok<ST2NM>
scanNum = answers(1); %number of verticle scans
shift = answers(2); %starting number for the excel sheets
variable = answers(3); %the variable scanned
height = answers(4);
diameter = answers(5);
degrees = answers(6);
radius = diameter/2;
theta = degrees*scanNum;
arc = theta/360;
arclength = @(radius,arc) 2*pi*radius*arc;
zscale = height/diameter;
startRow = 3; %start of data in txt file
endRow = 1026; %end of data in txt file
prompt = 'What folder contains the scan data?';
folder = [uigetdir(cd(),prompt),'/'];
%Use this if you want to choose a folder
addpath(folder)
for i=shift:scanNum+shift-1
scanName = 'scan%d_OP0%d.csv';
A1 = i;
A2 = variable;
str = sprintf(scanName,A1,A2);
Q(i,:)=csvread(str); %#ok<SAGROW>
disp(str)
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end
% Visualize data
figure(1)
imagesc(flip(Q'))%, 'XData', [0 arclength], 'YData', [0 height]), axis
image
set(gca,'XTick',[]) % Remove the ticks in the x axis!
set(gca,'YTick',[]) % Remove the ticks in the y axis
set(gca,'Position',[0 0 1 1]) % Make the axes occupy the whole figure
saveas(gcf,'Figure1234','png')
%
figure(2)
imgRGB=imread('Figure1234.png');
[imgRows,imgCols,imgPlanes]=size(imgRGB);
[X,Y,Z]=cylinder(imgRows,imgCols);
for phi=0:5:720
warp(X,Y,Z,imgRGB), colorbar, pbaspect([1 1 zscale])
zlabel('height')
view(phi,30),drawnow
%creates gif of pipe map
pause(0.001)
end
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APPENDIX D
MATALB CODE FOR DETERMINATION OF
BIREFRINGENCE MAGNITUDE AND DIRECTION

Appendix D is the MATLAB code used determine the direction of stress, thickness
variations, and birefringence magnitude within the material scanned based of Dr’ John
Federici’s personal notes written August 27th, 2020.

%Code to develop birefringence magnitude and direction from time delay
of pulses
%Reference is "Determine Stress Direction from Birefringence" Personal
notes of Dr. John federici 8/27/2020
%It is assumed that time delay of front surface reflection and back
surface reflection are already saved as images in comma separated value
(CSV) EXCEL files by TRAY 5000 system
FilterSpec='File Location';
prompt='What is the 0 degree polarization image File Name?';
disp(prompt)
[RefName,RPathName,FilterIndex] = uigetfile(FilterSpec,prompt);
FName=[RPathName,RefName]; disp(FName)
[ArrayData0] = ImportCSVimage(FName);
FilterSpec=[RPathName,'*.csv'];
prompt='What is the -45 degree polarization image File Name?';
disp(prompt)
[RefName,RPathName,FilterIndex] = uigetfile(FilterSpec,prompt);
FName=[RPathName,RefName]; disp(FName)
[ArrayDataM45] = ImportCSVimage(FName);
prompt='What is the +45 degree polarization image File Name?';
disp(prompt)
[RefName,RPathName,FilterIndex] = uigetfile(FilterSpec,prompt);
FName=[RPathName,RefName]; disp(FName)
[ArrayDataP45] = ImportCSVimage(FName);
prompt='Average Sample Refractive Index?';
disp(prompt)
answer=inputdlg(prompt,'Average Sample Refractive Index?', [1
50],{'1.57'});
Navg=str2num(answer{1}) % sample refractive index
LHS=(ArrayDataM45-ArrayData0)./(ArrayDataM45-ArrayDataP45);
%image array corresponding to values from LHS of equation
phiLimits = [0 pi/2]; % limits of direction of stress
phi=zeros(length(ArrayData0(:,1)),length(ArrayData0(1,:)));
%initialize solution array
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DeltaT=phi; %initialize solution array
nxny=ArrayDataM45-ArrayDataP45; %define experimental values for
determining magnitude and direction of birefringence
nxnpi=ArrayDataM45-ArrayData0;
npiny=ArrayData0-ArrayDataP45;
for i=1:length(ArrayData0(:,1)); % number of rows in image
for j=1:length(ArrayData0(1,:)) % number of columns in image
disp(sprintf('i=%d j=%d',i,j))
LHSValue=LHS(i,j); % LHS value for this pixel
[mydeltan,myphi] =
BirefrMagDir(nxny(i,j),nxnpi(i,j),npiny(i,j),LHSValue);
DeltaT(i,j)=mydeltan;
phi(i,j)=myphi;
end
end
Thick=(ArrayDataP45+ArrayDataM45)/2*1e-12*3e8/2/Navg*1e3;
%sample thickness (in mm)
Deltan=DeltaT*1e-12*3e8./(2*Thick*1e-3);
%Convert from time difference to refractive index different. need to
multiply thickness times 2 since in reflection measurement, light
passes through material twice. Try to remove variations in thickness in
calculation.
figure('Name','Delta N')
set(gcf,'position',[100,100,1100,700])
imagesc(Deltan); colorbar;
set(gca,'XTick',[]) % Remove the ticks in the x axis
set(gca,'YTick',[]) % Remove the ticks in the y axis
axis image
figure('Name','Phi');
set(gcf,'position',[100,100,1100,700])
imagesc(phi); colorbar;
set(gca,'XTick',[]) % Remove the ticks in the x axis
set(gca,'YTick',[]) % Remove the ticks in the y axis
axis image
figure('Name','Thickness Variation');
set(gcf,'position',[100,100,1100,700])
imagesc(Thick); colorbar;
set(gca,'XTick',[]) % Remove the ticks in the x axis
set(gca,'YTick',[]) % Remove the ticks in the y axis
axis image
%---------------------------------------------------------------------%Function “BirefrMagDir” inserted below this line
function [deltan,phi] = BirefrMagDir(nxny,nxnpi,npiny,LHSValue)
% Function to return the direction and birefringence (delta n) from THz
time-domain measurements
% Input parameters - If in units of ps, then "delta n" output is also
in units of ps.
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% nxny - time difference between light polarized in x direction minus
light polarized in y direction.
% nxnpi - time difference between light polarized in x direction minus
light polarized at 45 degrees (mid way between x and y direction).
% npiny - time difference between light polarized at 45 degrees (mid
way between x and y direction) minus light polarized in y direction.
% LHSValue - Left hand side value for equation to determine stress and
magnitude. Equation from "Determining Stress Direction From
Birefringence", Dr. John Federici personal notes 8/27/2020.
% One can use the following code to test code to make sure equations
for determining direction of strength of birefringence are correct.
% phi0=-45/180*pi; % direction of strength
% deltan=0.001; %magnitude of delta n. This needs to be a small number
because of approximation in theory.
% n1=1+deltan/2; % slow axis
% n2=1-deltan/2; % fast axis
% nx=n1*n2/sqrt(n1^2*sin(phi0)^2+n2^2*cos(phi0)^2);
% ny=n1*n2/sqrt(n1^2*cos(phi0)^2+n2^2*sin(phi0)^2);
% npi=n1*n2/sqrt(n1^2*sin(pi/4-phi0)^2+n2^2*cos(pi/4-phi0)^2);
% %
% % now define 'measured' values
% nxny=nx-ny;
% nxnpi=nx-npi;
% npiny=npi-ny;
%Start of main code for function
phiLimits=[0 0];
myfun1 = @(x,LHSValue) (1-sin(2*x)-2*sin(x).^2)./(2*(2*cos(x).^2-1))LHSValue; % parameterized function
% LHS value is for (nx-npi)/(nx-ny). Valid EXCEPT near x=+/- pi/4
myfun2 = @(x,LHSValue) (1-sin(2*x)-2*sin(x).^2)./(1+sin(2*x)+2*cos(x).^2)-LHSValue; % parameterized function
% LHS value is for (nx-npi)/(npi-ny). Valid NEAR x=+/- pi/4
%use this angles are NEGATIVE between -pi/4 and -3pi/8 and Positive
% angles between pi/8 and pi/4
myfun3 = @(x,LHSValue) (-1+sin(2*x)+2*cos(x).^2)./(1-sin(2*x)2*sin(x).^2)-LHSValue; % parameterized function
% LHS value is for (npi-ny)/(nx-npi). Valid NEAR x=+/- pi/4
% use this angles are NEGATIVE between -pi/4 and -pi/8 and Positive
% angles between pi/4 and 3pi/8
%Handles cases where THz light not going through sample so that all
time delays = 0.
if nxny==0 && nxnpi==0 && npiny==0
deltan=0; phi=0;
else
if nxny > 0 % nx-ny>0 means angle magnitude < pi/4
if (nxnpi >0 && npiny > 0)
if nxnpi>npiny
phiLimits=[-pi/8 0];
else
phiLimits=[0 pi/8];
end
LHSValue=nxnpi/nxny; % LHS value of equation
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fun = @(x) myfun1(x,LHSValue);
% use function 1 for this range of phi limits
else
if nxnpi>0 && npiny<=0
phiLimits=[-pi/4 -pi/8];
LHSValue=npiny/nxnpi; % LHS value of equation
fun = @(x) myfun3(x,LHSValue);
% use function 3 for this range of phi limits
else
phiLimits=[pi/8 pi/4];
LHSValue=nxnpi/npiny; % LHS value of equation
fun = @(x) myfun2(x,LHSValue);
%use function 3 for this range of phi limits
end
end
else
if nxnpi>=0 && npiny <0
phiLimits=[-3*pi/8 -pi/4];
LHSValue=nxnpi/npiny; % LHS value of equation
fun = @(x) myfun2(x,LHSValue);
%use function 1 for this range of phi limits
end
if nxnpi<0 && npiny>0
phiLimits=[pi/4 3*pi/8];
LHSValue=npiny/nxnpi; % LHS value of equation
fun = @(x) myfun3(x,LHSValue);
%use function 1 for this range of phi limits
end
if nxnpi<0 && npiny<=0
if nxnpi > npiny
phiLimits=[-pi/2 -3*pi/8];
else
phiLimits=[3*pi/8 pi/2];
end
LHSValue=nxnpi/nxny; % LHS value of equation
fun = @(x) myfun1(x,LHSValue);
%use function 1 for this range of phi limits
end
end
x = fzero(fun,phiLimits);
%find direction of stress by determining zero of equation
if abs(pi/4-x)>0.1 && abs(pi/4+x)>0.1
deltan=nxny/(2*cos(x)^2-1);
%if not near phi=+/- pi/4 then us this to solve for delta n
else
deltan=nxnpi*2/(1-sin(2*x)-2*sin(x)^2);
%if near phi=+/i pi/4 then use this to solve for delta n
end
phi=x/pi*180; % return direction in units of degrees
end
end
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